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Beneath the leaves of a plant, that’s named for milk
that bleeds milk, we search for chrysalides,
things that I’ve never seen, but whose name I like.
And I think as I look of all the things

you’ve taught me to name-larkspur, loose-
strife, sea lavender, plants called hens
and chickens, butter and eggs, your eyes
bright with such knowledge and solid as nouns.

Just so, you tell me now of creatures
who choose the underbelly of these leaves to make
wombs of, studded with gold, from which emerge
Monarchs that range the length of the Atlantic

in hordes-one more fact I must have missed
by skipping the fourth grade. And when, today,
we find no trace of anything resembling this
miracle you mention, and I’m about to say

you made it up, you bend down, break a pod,
and blow unlikely butterflies in the sky’s face-
not black and orange like Monarchs, but cloud-
thought white, or like the way I mark my place

when I read your eyes, which witnessing claim:
This is the world. Try to learn its name.

-Gary Miranda
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Expanding the bioluminescent toolbox for in vivo imaging

By

Miranda Amelia Paley

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

University of California, Irvine, 2014

Professor Prescher, Irvine, Chair

Bioluminescence imaging (BLI) is among the most dynamic imaging modalities for visualizing whole cells and gene expression patterns in vivo. This technique captures light emission from the luciferase-catalyzed oxidation of small molecule luciferins with highly sensitive CCD cameras. While powerful, current options for multiplexed BLI in mice are limited by the number of luciferase/luciferin pairs found in nature. Our lab aims to expand the bioluminescent toolkit by pairing mutant luciferases with synthetic luciferin analogs, to biochemically resolve multiple targets via sequential administration of the substrates. Several generations of luciferase mutant libraries were screened against sterically and electronically modified families of luciferins, in order to find orthogonal pairs. Promising luciferases were expressed recombinantly for biochemical analysis with their respective luciferins. These pairs were evaluated for their potential for multicomponent in vivo imaging.
CHAPTER 1: Bioluminescent tools

for the study of biological processes

1.1 Introduction

A complete understanding of living systems requires methods to probe cells and discrete biomolecules within their native environs. Protein trafficking, metabolite production, and even whole cell movements are influenced by diverse spatial and environmental cues that cannot be easily recapitulated outside of a living organism. In recent years, a set of imaging technologies has emerged that enable biological features to be visualized—noninvasively—in whole cells and organisms [1-10]. These methods are providing unprecedented insight into cell and organismal biology, and revealing previously unknown mechanisms of disease formation.

Among the most popular noninvasive imaging tools are the bioluminescent proteins (luciferases) [1-10]. Luciferases, unlike fluorescent probes, do not require incident radiation to produce light. Rather, these enzymes generate photons via the catalytic oxidation of small molecule substrates (luciferins). Luciferases can be expressed in numerous cell and tissue types, and when luciferin is present, light is produced [1,11-13]. There are virtually no endogenous light-emitting processes in mammalian cells and tissues, so the background signal in bioluminescence imaging is negligible. The high signal-to-noise values are attractive for sensitive imaging applications within complex environments. Indeed, bioluminescence has been used to
report on cell movements, gene expression patterns, and even the activities of individual biomolecules in whole tissues and animals [11,14-16]. In living organisms, bioluminescent light can be noninvasively detected at depths of a few centimeters, depending on the relative brightness and intensity of the signal, and the sensitivity of the detector. These distances are compatible with most rodent models and other small research animals. The versatility and user-friendly features of bioluminescence have ensured its application in multiple disciplines and biological discoveries [3,17,18].

This chapter provides an overview of bioluminescence technology and how it can be used to monitor diverse biological features in complex environments. I first introduce luciferase-luciferin pairs commonly used for imaging and showcase their utility in visualizing cells and gene expression patterns in vivo. I then highlight methods to examine discrete biomolecules using engineered bioluminescent probes. These tools can illuminate the functions of proteins and other metabolites in cells and animals, providing a more detailed depiction of biological systems. Last, I describe ongoing work to expand the capabilities of bioluminescence technology using synthetic chemistry and molecular biology. Such advances promise to offer more refined views of cellular and biomolecular functions and potentially reveal new avenues for drug discovery.

1.1a Bioluminescent chemistries and colors

Several luciferase-luciferin pairs have been identified in nature, and a handful have been optimized for use in bioimaging applications (Table 1-1) [19]. The bioluminescent pairs differ in size and structure, but all exploit a common mechanism for light production: the luciferase binds a complementary luciferin and catalyzes the oxidation of the small molecule. The reaction produces an electronically excited
intermediate; relaxation of this molecule to the ground state produces a photon of light. Firefly luciferase (Fluc) and other insect luciferases release ~600 nm photons upon oxidizing a benzothiazole substrate (D-luciferin) with O₂ and ATP [20,21]. The wavelength is primarily dictated by the structure of the small molecule emitter, but also impacted by residues within the enzyme. Thus, while all known insect luciferases utilize D-luciferin, their emission spectra vary owing to subtle differences in enzyme architecture [12,20,22,23].

Table 1-1 Luciferases and luciferins commonly used in bioluminescence imaging. All luciferases catalyze the oxidation of small molecule substrates (luciferins) to release visible light. Popular luciferase-luciferin pairs, along with their characteristic features, are outlined below. *Emission wavelength given for reaction at 25 °C.
Luciferases from marine organisms, including *Renilla reniformis* (Rluc) and *Gaussia princeps* (Gluc), catalyze the oxidation of an imidazopyrazinone substrate, coelenterazine, and release primarily blue-green light (460-480 nm) [24]. Rluc and Gluc, unlike Fluc, require no exogenous cofactors (other than O\(_2\)), making them suitable for use in extracellular environments and other spaces lacking ATP [25,26]. Bioluminescent bacteria also release blue-green light, but employ long-chain aldehydes, heterodimeric luciferases and flavin cofactors in the light-emitting reaction. Interestingly, the luciferase subunits and all enzymes required for bacterial luciferin production are coded within a single operon (*lux*) [27,28]. Importing this entire gene sequence into non-luminescent bacteria—or even some eukaryotic cells—is sufficient to make them “glow” continuously [29-31]. By contrast, the luciferin substrates for Fluc, Gluc, and Rluc must be supplied exogenously in a given imaging experiment. The biosynthetic origins of coelenterazine and D-luciferin remain unknown, even though decades have passed since their chemical structures were first identified [12,20,32-34]. The elucidation of these biosynthetic pathways will be aided by efforts to isolate and characterize bioluminescent machinery from other organisms [12,20,21,24,35-38]

Among the bioluminescent pairs, the luciferase and luciferin from the firefly (Fluc and D-luciferin, respectively) are the most widely used for imaging *in vivo* [21]. D-Luciferin is relatively stable and can penetrate most cell and tissue types [39]. Coelenterazine, by contrast, is less bioavailable and requires intravenous administration to reach its targets in vivo. D-Luciferin may be administered *via* an intraperitoneal injection. The benefit of this method is that unlike tail-vein injections, the number of administrations is essentially unlimited and less technically demanding. This luciferin is
also cleared rapidly from animals and prone to air oxidation, resulting in non-specific background signal. Furthermore, coelenterazine luminescence with RLuc and Gluc is blue-green in color; wavelengths of this sort are readily absorbed by hemoglobin and other chromophores in vivo, preventing their detection by imaging cameras [16]. Red light (>600 nm) more readily passes through blood and overlying tissues, and these wavelengths are the ones captured by detectors in a typical bioluminescence experiment [11,16]. While RLuc and Gluc emit mostly blue-green light, their emission spectra are sufficiently broad to contain wavelengths >600 nm, and are thus useful for routine bioluminescence imaging. Fluc and click beetle luciferases emit a larger percentage of red light, making them more suitable for in vivo applications [40].

1.2 Traditional applications of bioluminescence imaging

Bioluminescence was first harnessed for in vivo imaging in 1995, when the lux operon was introduced into a non-luminescent strain of Salmonella typhimurium [31]. Upon inoculation into mice, the “glowing” bacteria could be readily identified and even localized (noninvasively) to discrete tissues. Moreover, changes in the infection profile were easily visualized in response to antibiotic treatment. This classic study showcased the remarkable sensitivity and broad dynamic range of bioluminescence for imaging in live animals, along with its potential for facilitating therapeutic discovery.

Since then, bioluminescence has evolved into a mainstream technique for visualizing not only bacteria, but also viruses and other pathogens, eukaryotic cells, and even gene expression patterns in live organisms [41,42]. Variants of Fluc, RLuc, and Gluc that offer brighter and more sustained light emission have been described (e.g., RLuc8,
Rluc8.6, Gluc4) [26,43,44], and these can be readily introduced into numerous cell and tissue types using standard gene transfer techniques. For cells and tissues that are refractory to genetic manipulation, luciferase-labeled transgenic mice can serve as convenient sources of bioluminescent material [1]. Finally, the common luciferin substrates can be purchased from commercial vendors, and standard bioluminescence detectors are available at most research settings. The relative simplicity of bioluminescence imaging, combined with these user-friendly features, has enabled rapid discoveries in a broad spectrum of fields [3,45,46].

1.2a Cell tracking

Luciferase-expressing cells can be imaged repeatedly and noninvasively in live animals, with the intensity and spatial distribution of the signal correlating with the number of cells and their location, respectively [1]. Thus, bioluminescence imaging is well suited for tracking cells in vivo, and many experiments—spanning several disciplines—have capitalized on this feature. For example, Contag and co-workers utilized bioluminescence to monitor hematopoiesis following bone marrow transplantation [47]. Such transplants are routinely used to treat leukemia and other blood cancers. In a typical procedure, a patient’s diseased cells are first ablated (via radiation) and then replaced by blood cells from a healthy donor. The donor cells responsible for blood regeneration are hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) found in bone marrow. HSCs initially engraft in the recipient before dividing and differentiating to reconstitute the hematopoietic system. The success of bone marrow transplantation has been mixed due to host immune clearance and other mechanisms. Thus, methods to visualize HSCs at early time points post-transplantation could offer insights into hematopoiesis and
methods to improve the therapy. Toward this end, the authors harvested bone marrow from luciferase-expressing transgenic mice and delivered it into irradiated recipient mice. The engraftment and proliferation of the cells was visualized upon D-luciferin administration. The images revealed that HSCs take up residence at multiple sites post-transplantation during hematopoiesis, with no single site necessary for full hematopoiesis (Fig 1-1 A). In addition, it was noted that transplantation of a single HSC could result in successful immune cell outgrowth.
Figure 1-1 Tracking cells and gene expression with bioluminescence imaging. (A) Example of monitoring cell migration. Luciferase-labeled hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) were transplanted into irradiated mice. Bioluminescence imaging with D-luciferin revealed multiple foci (sites of engraftment) at early time points. HSC differentiation and proliferation resulted in full regeneration of the blood system in these mice (as evident by the increase in spread and intensity of bioluminescent signal). Reprinted with permission from ref. 47. Copyright (2004) National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A. (B) Example of visualizing cell proliferation. Primary human cancer stem cells were transfected with luciferase genes and implanted into mouse mammary fat pads. Bioluminescence imaging revealed cell proliferation several weeks before palpable tumors emerged. Reprinted with permission from ref. 48. Copyright (2010) National Academy of Sciences, U. S. A. (C) To visualize gene expression, a luciferase gene (e.g., luc2) can be fused to the promoter for a gene of interest (e.g., p21). Cellular transcription of the target gene results in luciferase production. Luciferase was inserted downstream of an endogenous p21 promoter in transgenic mice, and regions of the mouse brain were probed for p21 activity using bioluminescence. From left to right: schematic of the mouse brain highlighting the paraventricular nucleus (PVN), the site of expected bioluminescence (red); bioluminescent image of brain tissue; overlay image showing localization of bioluminescent signal in the PVN. This research was originally published in ref. 61. Copyright (2013) the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.
In a more recent example, bioluminescence technology was used to rapidly assay the proliferation of cancer stem cells *in vivo* and examine their roles in metastases [48]. The authors isolated cancer stem cells from patient breast tumor biopsies and transduced them with genes encoding Fluc or Rluc. The luciferase-expressing cells were implanted orthotopically in immunocompromised mice and monitored over time. The imaging studies revealed that only certain subsets of cells (i.e., “cancer stem cells”) were capable of proliferating *in vivo* and thus perpetuating tumor growth (Figure 1-1 B). These same subsets of cells were also located at secondary tumor sites, establishing one of the first connections between cancer stem cells and metastatic outgrowth. Impressively, as few as 10 Fluc-labeled cells could be visualized *in vivo*, suggesting that bioluminescent tools are amenable to monitoring patient tumor growth and therapeutic responses in surrogate hosts. Similar cell tracking experiments have been performed using immune cells [49,50], stem cells [51-55], and even pathogens [31,45,56,57].

1.2b Visualizing gene expression

In addition to examining whole cell movements and behaviors, bioluminescence technology has been widely employed to monitor gene expression patterns *in vivo* [42]. Such studies can offer more detailed insights into biological mechanisms than cell tracking alone. In a typical experiment, luciferase expression is driven by the promoter sequence for a gene of interest or genetic elements that are responsive to specific transcription factors. The bioluminescent enzyme is thus transcribed only when the relevant genes are “turned on.” The magnitude and duration of luciferase expression in these assays mirrors that of the target gene, and expression patterns relevant to inflammation, cancer, and Alzheimer’s disease have all been imaged (and often
quantified) in this regard [1,58-60]. In a recent example, Piwnica-Worms and colleagues utilized engineered mice to examine the dynamic expression of p21 \textit{in vivo}. P21 is a cyclin-dependent protein kinase (CDK) inhibitor involved in cell cycle regulation [61]. Mice expressing Fluc under the control of an endogenous p21 promoter were treated with D-luciferin and imaged. Interestingly, fluctuations in bioluminescent light were observed in discrete regions of the brain responsible for nutrient sensing (Figure 1-1 C). These results implicate p21 expression in the regulation of metabolism.

\textit{1.2c Monitoring protein abundance and function}

A complete mechanistic understanding of living systems requires methods to probe not only cells and gene transcription, but also individual biomolecules. Proteins comprise one of the major classes of cellular biomolecules and fulfill an array of functions. Abnormal protein activities can disrupt major signaling networks, alter biosynthetic pathways, and compromise membrane integrity, all of which can potentiate disease. Given their central roles in cell structure and function, proteins are popular drug targets; new candidates for therapeutic targeting require an increased understanding of protein function in tissues and organisms. Bioluminescence imaging is already having an impact in this area [3]. Over the past decade, engineered luciferases and luciferins have been crafted to report on numerous facets of protein biology, including their localization and stability, interactions with other proteins, and enzymatic functions. Several examples are provided below.

Direct attachment of luciferase to proteins of interest can be used to monitor the location and abundance of the biomolecules. Indeed, luciferase fusions have been used to visualize a variety of proteins, including the signaling biomolecules HIF-1α and β-
catenin [62,63], along with proteins destined for proteasomal degradation [64]. Luciferase fusions alone, though, cannot provide read-outs on discrete protein activities, including their interactions with other proteins. Protein-protein interactions drive major signaling cascades in human cells, and disruption of these contacts often contributes to disease [65]. Luciferase probes can provide noninvasive readouts on protein associations and facilitate screens of therapeutic agents to modulate these networks. In one well-known approach, luciferase and a spectrally matched fluorescent probe are fused to the proteins of interest [66]. When the proteins are far apart, only bioluminescent light emission is observed in the presence of the appropriate luciferin. When the targets are in close proximity, the bioluminescent photons drive the excitation of the fluorescent chromophore, resulting in light emission at a longer wavelength. This phenomenon, termed bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) has been used to examine kinase-kinase, receptor-peptide, and other protein-protein interactions, in cells and live animals [7,66,67]. BRET studies require spectrally matched probes: the luciferase emission wavelengths must overlap the fluorescent probe’s excitation spectrum. Many Rluc-yellow fluorescent protein and Rluc-quantum dot combinations meet this criterion and have been utilized for visualizing protein interactions and other biological processes [64,67,68]. For work in vivo, the identification of more red-shifted BRET pairs remains an important goal [69-73]. The Gambhir and Piwnica-Worms labs recently developed BRET systems comprising luciferase-fluorescent protein fusions that emit 550-650 nm light, making them more attractive for deep tissue imaging in vivo [44,69,74]. Further improvements in BRET technology are expected with the identification of more
luciferase-fluorescent protein duos in nature [75], along with the development of improved luciferase-nanomaterial conjugates [76,77].

Protein-protein interactions can also be visualized using luciferase complementation [70-73]. In these assays, “split” fragments of a luciferase are attached to proteins of interest. Functional enzyme is produced only when the interacting proteins come into contact and drive the assembly of the complementary pieces [72,73].

**Figure 1-2.** Visualizing protein–protein interactions with Fluc complementation. (A) β-Arrestin is an antagonist of GPCRs, de-sensitizing the receptors upon external stimulation. When β-arrestin binds BARK (a known GPCR) in the presence of certain therapeutics, the GPCR is less responsive and, as a result, cells are less sensitive to hormones and other stimuli. BARK–β-arrestin dimerization can be visualized using “split” versions of Fluc. In the presence of GPCR agonists, β-arrestin binds the GPCR, enabling Fluc fragment complementation and bioluminescent signal production. (B) HEK cells expressing GPCR–C-luc and β-arrestin–N-luc were stimulated with a known agonist, isoproterenol and imaged over time. Bioluminescence signal is overlaid on bright field images. Reprinted with permission from ref. 79. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.
“Split” versions of Fluc, Rluc, and Gluc have all been described, and used to monitor protein dimerization events, including the rapamycin-induced interaction of FRB and FKBP [70,72,73,78]. In a recent example, Ozawa and co-workers visualized the binding of β-arrestin to β-adrenergic receptor kinase (BARK), a membrane GPCR. When BARK is activated upon agonist binding, β-arrestin subsequently binds the GPCR to turn off the response and reset the system; the rate of β-arrestin association correlates with the potency of the ligand. The authors visualized BARK-β-arrestin binding using split Fluc probes [79]. Upon administration of small molecule agonists, conformational changes in BARK-C-Luc promoted the binding of β-arrestin-N-Luc (Figure 1-2). This dimerization event enabled complementation between the two termini of Fluc, and ultimately light production. Using this split luciferase system, the authors quantified the relative potency of a panel of drugs.

1.3 Measuring enzymatic activities in complex environments

Proteins drive cellular processes not only via their associations with other proteins, but also via enzymatic reactions. Several classes of enzymes have been identified to date, and many—including kinases and proteases—play integral roles in cell signaling. Aberrant enzyme activities are also associated with numerous pathologies and are commonly measured in clinical isolates to diagnose disease [80,81]. Engineered luciferases and luciferins have been developed to report on enzymatic activities in real time. In addition to providing a dynamic readout on protein function in complex environments, these imaging tools can facilitate screens for therapeutics designed to either inhibit or enhance enzymatic activity [82].
Among the most well recognized probes for measuring enzyme function are the “caged” luciferins. These molecules comprise luciferin cores outfitted with steric appendages (i.e., “cages”) or other groups that perturb its use in the bioluminescent reaction [83]. Most “cages” are appended to the 6’ end of D-luciferin. A small, electron-donating group (e.g., -OH or NH₂) at this position is required for light production [33]; installing electron-withdrawing or bulky groups inhibits bioluminescence [84,85]. If the “cage” is labile to defined enzymatic activity, though, luciferin is released and available for the light emitting reaction. In these cases, light emission provides a direct readout on enzyme function. Phosphatase, sulfatase, and oxidase activity have all been visualized in this regard, and nearly a dozen caged luciferins are now commercially available to measure enzyme function in live cells or lysates (Table 1-2) [83,86-93]. Bertozzi and co-workers recently introduced a novel cage to report on the activity of certain sulfatases (row 3, Table 1-2) [94]. The aryl sulfate-caging group was found to be readily cleaved by sulfatases expressed in Mycobacterium tuberculosis, but not those found in human serum. These data suggest that the caged probe may have utility in the clinical diagnosis of pathogens (entry 5, Table 1-2).

Most recently, our group introduced another generalizable luciferin cage based on nitroreductase (NTR) activity. A 6’ position nitro group deprives the luciferin core of the electron density required to extrude CO₂ in the oxidation reaction. NTR, a bacterial enzyme not found endogenously in mammalian tissues, reduces aryl nitro groups to highly reactive hydroxyl amines. Porterfield et. al., demonstrated that this hydroxyl aminoluciferin was a robust light emitter, and its instability prevented a large build-up of the uncaged luciferin. This feature prevented large quantities of the probe
from diffusing away and kept it localized near the source, making it well suited for the study of cell-cell interactions. When NTR was expressed in one cell-type of interest, and Fluc is expressed in another, light emission was only observed when the two cell types were in direct contact. Such robust and orthogonal caging schemes will improve our ability to track cell contacts in vivo [95].

Table 1-2 Caged luciferins report on enzyme activities. “Caged” versions of D-luciferin have been used to image a variety of enzymatic activities and physiological states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cage</th>
<th>structure</th>
<th>uncaging condition</th>
<th>reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>galactose (Lugal)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="galactose structure" /></td>
<td>β-galactosidase</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-amino-acyl peptide</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="peptide structure" /></td>
<td>caspase 3/7</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>furin protease</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>proteasome</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>trypsin</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkyl amino</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="alkyl amino structure" /></td>
<td>monoamine oxidase(s)</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boronate (PCL-1)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="boronate structure" /></td>
<td>H₂O₂ (non enzymatic)</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sulfate</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="sulfate structure" /></td>
<td>sulfatases</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nitro (Luntr)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="nitro structure" /></td>
<td>nitroreductase (NTR)</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1-3 Activatable luciferases report on enzymatic activities. (A) A circular Fluc probe (caspase 3/7 GloSensor), comprising a specific caspase recognition sequence (DEVD) was prepared. In the absence of caspase activity, functional Fluc is not formed and bioluminescence is minimal. In the presence of caspase activity, the tether is cleaved, providing functional Fluc. (B) D54-MG glioma cells (2 * 10^6) stably expressing the caspase 3/7 bioluminescent reporter were implanted into NOD/SCID mice. When tumors emerged, the animals were treated with TRAIL, an activator of caspase activity. Bioluminescence imaging with D-luciferin revealed an increase in signal over time (red arrows), correlating with caspase induction. Reprinted in accordance with open-access license from ref. 99.
In addition to engineered luciferins, “designer” luciferases can provide direct readouts on enzyme function [96-98]. The majority of these probes comprise cyclic versions of luciferase that are locked into conformations with various linkers, and thus incapable of binding substrate and producing light. Upon cleavage of the tether (“activation” of the probe), the luciferin-binding site is revealed. Wood and colleagues generated a series of such “activatable” luciferases using protease-specific linkers to mask the luciferin-binding pocket. Cleavage of the tethers in the presence of defined protease activity enables luciferin access, light production, and ultimately a readout on protease function. An “activatable” luciferase was recently used to monitor caspase-7 activity in both live cells and in vivo tumor models (Figure 1-3) [99].

BRET sensors represent another major class of bioluminescent reporters for enzyme activity. These sensors comprise luciferases that are physically linked to a BRET-matched fluorescent protein [66,100]. If the adjoining link is severed by enzymatic activity, the luciferase and fluorescent protein diffuse apart, and the ensuing reduction in BRET signal correlates with enzyme function. A BRET sensor was recently developed to measure caspase activity in primary macrophages [68]. Caspase-1 is known to activate several inflammatory signaling molecules via proteolytic cleavage. The chemokine IL-1β is one such substrate that plays a pivotal role in cellular apoptosis. Active IL-1β is generated via caspase cleavage of a proprotein (pro-IL-1β). The pro-IL-1β cleavage is rapid and not easily monitored via Western blot or other traditional cell biology assays. To capture this activity, Pelegrin and co-workers designed a BRET sensor comprising Rluc8 and a yellow fluorescent protein (Venus) linked by pro-IL-1β. When expressed in cells and in the absence of high levels of caspase activity, the sensor remains
intact and yellow light is produced upon coelenterazine treatment (Figure 1-4). (The blue photons emitted by Rluc8 are absorbed by Venus and emitted as yellow light.) Upon caspase-1 activation and cleavage of the sensor, Rluc and Venus separate and mostly blue bioluminescent emission is observed (Figure 4 A). The ratio of blue to yellow light in each case can provide a measure of caspase activity and IL1β activation and, more broadly, the inflammatory response (Figure 1-4 B).
Figure 1-4 Visualizing enzyme function with BRET sensors. (A) IL-1β is produced as a non-active pro-protein in macrophages. When cleaved by the cysteine protease caspase-1, IL-1β stimulates a host of pro-inflammatory responses. The release of active IL-1β can be visualized using a BRET sensor. This probe comprises Rluc, Venus fluorescent protein, and an intervening IL-1β pro-protein sequence. Prior to caspase-1 activation, the sensor remains intact, with the luciferase and fluorescent protein in close proximity (BRET is observed). Upon caspase-mediated cleavage of the pro-protein, Rluc and Venus separate, resulting in reduced BRET signal. In the former case, 535 nm light (Venus emission) is observed in the presence of coelenterazine. In the latter case, mostly bioluminescent light (480 nm) is observed. (B) The Gluc-IL-1β-Venus sensor was transfected into primary macrophages. Upon caspase activation, images were acquired at both 535 nm and 480 nm. Decreased levels of 535:480 nm light were observed over time, correlating with caspase activity and the presence of active IL-1β. Reprinted with permission from ref. 68. Copyright 2012, The American Association of Immunologists, Inc.
1.4 Probing metabolites with bioluminescent sensors

While proteins comprise the bulk of cellular matter, other biopolymers including glycans and lipids, in addition to metabolites and ions also play pivotal roles in cell biology. Methods to visualize the abundance and activities of these species are thus required for a complete understanding of living systems. Imaging such non-primary gene products has been historically challenging [101]. Such molecules cannot be fused genetically to luciferase or other optical reporters for direct tracking. Rather, indirect methods for visualization must often be employed [102]. Bioluminescent probes can be engineered to report on a diverse array of biomolecules, and examples from the recent literature are highlighted below.

Nucleic acids, like proteins, are often associated with certain physiological states and can report on the presence of pathogens. For example, methods to rapidly detect DNA from “foreign” microorganisms would simplify and hasten clinical diagnoses, where positive pathogen identification can take days. Toward this end, Kebukuro and colleagues utilized bioluminescence to detect bacterial DNA in biologically relevant sample sizes [103]. Their platform involved zinc finger domains conjugated to Fluc. Zinc fingers recognize specific stretches of nucleic acids and can be readily evolved to bind virtually any target. Bioluminescence imaging of the DNA samples provided a visual readout of the desired sequence with femtomole sensitivity without the need for gel analysis. Eventual automation this type of procedure is promising for clinical
translation. Bioluminescent tools have also been applied to image other major classes of biopolymers, including glycans and lipids [104-106].

Certain small molecule metabolites can also be visualized with bioluminescence technology. For example, all luciferases require molecular oxygen for light production, and bioluminescent emission can be used to approximate O$_2$ levels in solid tumors [107-109]. Bioluminescence can also report on metabolites that are required for luciferase activities. For instance, Fluc is routinely employed to report on ATP levels in cell extracts and sequencing analyses [110-112]. The photoprotein Aequorin requires exogeneous Ca$^{2+}$ for light production, and can be employed for visualizing calcium flux in nerve cells [113]. For other metabolites and analytes of interest, luciferase reporter genes are often used. Levels of glycolysis intermediates, hormones, and metals have been measured in this regard [110,114-119]. BRET constructs have also proven valuable in sensing small molecules’ interaction with other biomolecules within cells [120-122]. Engineered luciferins can also be used to image cellular metabolites [83]. In a recent report, cellular peroxide levels were measured with a phenyl boronate probe (entry 4, Table 2). The boronate group is labile to peroxide, one of many reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated in activated cells [93,123]. More recently, the Chang lab modified this caged probe to report on two analytes relevant to inflammation [124]. This luciferin was ultimately used to image both ROS production and protease activity in various cancer cell lines. We anticipate further multi-analyte imaging studies as new methods for luciferin caging are developed.
1.5 Drug screening and drug development

Since luciferase light emission requires ATP and new protein production, bioluminescence is a simple and direct assay for cell viability and proliferation [40,48,50,55,73]. Indeed, global reductions in light emission have been used as readouts of cell death in many examples introduced in this article[125-129]. Bioluminescence is also an attractive choice for monitoring cell viability and potential therapies in heterogeneous models. The McMillin group recently demonstrated the utility of bioluminescence for drug screening with mixtures of stroma and tumor cells—a more realistic model of human tumors [130,131]. The authors cultured various Fluc-expressing tumor cells with stromal cells in the presence and absence of common chemotherapies. Cytotoxicities were correlated with reductions in light output. While many of the cell lines demonstrated increased resistance to certain drug treatments in the presence of stromal cells, the effect was not common to all cell lines or drugs. These results demonstrate that bioluminescence imaging can provide a facile and high throughput screening method for models that better recapitulate the heterogeneity of human cancers and other diseases. That said, non-specific interactions between pharmacophores and Fluc have historically confounded the discovery of small molecule therapeutics [132-134]. The development of new luciferases and luciferins could potentially circumvent these issues, and work is ongoing in this area [135].

Beyond direct measures of cell death, Bioluminescence has aided drug discovery efforts in additional areas. For example, this imaging technology can be used for the direct tracking of therapeutics in vivo. The ability to visualize both protein and small
molecule biologics provides insights into delivery and targeting. In a recent example, Gluc was appended to an anti-CEA antibody and used to detect tumors expressing the CEA antigen \textit{in vivo} [136]. Gluc is among the brightest luciferases characterized to date and is functional in extracellular environments, making it an attractive choice for diagnostic imaging [137,138]. Similarly, small molecule delivery can be probed using luciferins as surrogate drugs. In one example, Wender and co-workers used an octaarginine tailed luciferin to optimize the design of cationic peptide tags for intracellular drug delivery [139]. In these studies, bioluminescent emission correlated with successful drug localization. The authors ultimately utilized the arginine-rich tail to enhance the delivery of Taxol and other chemotherapeutics.

1.6 Building better bioluminescent tools

Despite the broad utility and user-friendly features of existing bioluminescent tools, challenges remain in expanding the scope of the technology. Some of the obstacles arise from the probes themselves. Many luciferase proteins are only quasi-stable in mammalian cells [59]. This instability is useful for visualizing dynamic biological processes, where rapid turnover of the reporter is required. However, it is less desirable for long-term tracking studies or when large photon outputs and sustained emissions are desired. Mutagenesis studies have identified luciferases with improved temperature- and pH-stability in mammalian systems [43,44,140-144]. In a recent example, Tannous and co-workers evolved a variant of Gluc (Gluc4) that is more stable in standard mammalian cell assays and that provides more sustained light emission. Additionally, it has been
noted that reactive oxygen species can rapidly diminish the light observed from Fluc expressing cancer cells upon the induction of apoptosis. By contrast Rluc8 maintains relatively stable light emission under the same conditions generating ROSs, particularly hydrogen peroxide [145]. These features were found to improve drug screening results by decreasing the number of false positives associated with the rapid loss of signal with native Gluc [146]. The clearance of the luciferin substrate is also of concern. In a typical experiment, D-luciferin is cleared to background in less than an hour [147]. This rapid clearance rate can be beneficial for studies over longer timescales, but simultaneously means that continuous monitoring of can be difficult, due to shifting concentrations of substrate. There are several ingenious solutions to these problems, including new luciferin molecules and alternative delivery modulus. For instance, an osmotic pump provides continuous delivery of the substrate [61,148]. Other schemes for controlled release of luciferin include liposomes and cationic derivatives [139,149].

The same facets of bioluminescence that make it an incredibly strong research tool for the macroscopic scale, inherently can limit its use for microscopic work. The photon output from all luciferase enzymes is inherently weak, and only a fraction of the emitted light typically reaches the detector; the majority of bioluminescent photons are absorbed or scattered by endogenous chromophores in blood and tissues [44,69]. Currently, researchers often couple several optical imaging strategies to gain further insight to their system, particularly using bioluminescence to quickly determine tissues of interest, followed by dissection and *ex vivo* microscopy. Improvements in bioluminescence sensitivity and depth are possible by engineering luciferases to produce more tissue penetrant (i.e., red-shifted) light. Branchini and co-workers generated one
such luciferase by conjugating small molecule fluorophores (AlexaFluor 650 and 680) onto the surface of Fluc [150]. Following administration of D-luciferin, near infrared light is produced via BRET transfer from the bioluminescent reaction to the fluorophores on the enzyme surface. This chemically modified luciferase was used to image factor Xa in human blood samples, an assay that is problematic for traditional luciferase probes owing to photon absorption by heme groups.

While applicable to a variety of sensing assays ex vivo, it is not amenable to long-term cell tracking in vivo. For these studies, luciferase mutants with red-shifted emission spectra are desirable. A handful of such mutants have been described, although the gains in sensitivity due to altered emission wavelengths are often offset by lower enzymatic turnover numbers [11,22,23,151-153]. One notable exception is an Rluc variant recently reported by the Gambhir group (Rluc8.6-535). This luciferase not only provides a nearly six-fold improvement in the fraction of red light emitted, but also exhibits greater overall photon output than native Rluc [154]. Additional improvements in luciferase function are expected as more structural information becomes available [155]. The majority of methods to alter bioluminescent spectra and function have focused on modifications to the luciferase scaffold [43,146,153,156]. An alternative strategy for generating new or brighter “colours” of bioluminescent light involves modulating the small molecule luciferins. As noted earlier, the emission spectrum is primarily dictated by the chemical structure of the small molecule. The wavelength of light is dependent on the protonation state of the light emitting species. As pH is increased, more oxyluciferin exists as the phenol, which pushes the spectrum towards the yellow emission wavelengths. Increased temperature also red-shifts light emission [20]. While these factors do not impede the use
of bioluminescence in vivo, they can confound interpretation of certain experiments because the wavelength of light dictates the percentage of tissue permeant light [11]. Novel luciferin scaffolds can help improve these dynamics.

Thus, modifying the luciferin core itself can result in altered emission spectra [85,157-159]. In a recent example, Conley, et al. synthesized a luciferin analogue comprising a selenium atom in the place of sulfur (Figure 1-5 A). The altered electronic density in this heterocycle resulted in significant red-shifting of the emitted light [159]. Luciferin-fluorophore conjugates that exhibit altered wavelengths of emission have also been prepared (Figure 1-5 B) [160]. Analogous to the fluorophore-luciferase conjugate, these molecules exploit BRET: the electronically excited luciferin core is capable of energy transfer to a covalently bound fluorophore. Urano and colleagues synthesized a variety of these conjugates and found that both luciferin-Cy7 and luciferin-SiR700 provided a significant enhancement in >600 nm photons. Not surprisingly, though, these bulky luciferins were poorly utilized by native luciferase, resulting in reduced overall photon production. Identifying mutant luciferases that can efficiently utilize these probes, along with more spectrally tuned luciferin-fluorophore conjugates (for maximal BRET efficiency) are important next steps.
Figure 1-5 Luciferin architectures for improved bioluminescence imaging. (A) Examples of heterocyclic analogues of D-luciferin that exhibit altered bioluminescent emission spectra. (B) Luciferin-fluorophore conjugates also exhibit red-shifted emissions. (C) Chemical structures of three luciferins that exhibit robust emission with various luciferases.
Synthetic modifications to the luciferin core can not only provide altered bioluminescence spectra, but also improve the sensitivity of the imaging technique. In recent work, Miller and co-workers synthesized a cyclic aminoluciferin variant that is efficiently utilized by Fluc (Figure 1-5 C) [161]. The rigidified structure limits the non-radiative relaxation of the excited state molecule, thus improving the quantum yield of bioluminescence. We further demonstrated that this molecule has improved cell and tissue permeance in a variety of cultured cell and mouse models, resulting in more sensitive imaging [162]. More sensitive bioluminescence imaging with Rluc and Gluc is also possible using synthetic variants of coelenterazine [163,164]. In one example, a rigidified coelenterazine analogue was found to exhibit more robust light emission with Rluc(Figure 1-5 C) [165,166]. Coelenterazines with esters or benzyl groups at the phenol position also exhibit better signal-to-noise ratios in imaging studies with Rluc due to their enhanced stability (i.e., they are less prone to autooxidation). Unfortunately, these and most other coelenterazine analogues are not efficiently utilized by Gluc.

Several groups are attempting to address the need for improved coelenterazines and other luciferins that are efficiently processed by luciferases. Wood and co-workers recently designed a coelenterazine derivative (fumirazine, Figure 1-5 C) that is more stable than the native small molecule with lower rates of autoluminescence. To capitalize on these features, the authors engineered a new luciferase specific to this designer luciferin. As a starting point, they used the luciferase from the bioluminescent deep-sea shrimp Oplophorus gracilirostris. The native 106 kDa enzyme comprises two dimers of a large regulatory unit and a smaller catalytic core. A singular catalytic unit is capable of light-emission with coelenterazine, but in the absence of the regulatory unit, the light
emission remains dim. The authors identified the smallest domain in the enzyme that could retain catalytic activity (19 kD), and used rational mutagenesis to generate stable variants. To impart selectivity for fumirazine over coelenterazine, the group used additional rounds of mutagenesis and screened clones for stable light emission, thermostability and overall light output [36]. They eventually identified a variant, termed Nanoluc, that was over 100-fold brighter than Rluc and currently ranks among the smallest luciferases for biological imaging. Miller and co-workers used a similar approach to identify mutant versions of firefly luciferase that more efficiently catalyze light production with aminoluciferin variants [167].

The development of brighter and spectrally altered tools will continue to expand the capabilities of bioluminescence imaging in vivo. The ultimate goal would be to generate a diverse collection luciferase-luciferin pairs that could be used simultaneously for imaging in vivo. Such tools would enable multi-component cell tracking experiments, and monitoring of signal transduction in real time. So far, the majority of tools designed to expand the set of luminescent probes have focused on mutants with altered emission spectra (analogous to the fluorescent protein palette). Separating the bioluminescent pairs by color alone, though, is a lofty challenge, especially in vivo where the “color” of light observed by the detector is skewed by the depth of the emitter in tissue. This means that separating the blue-green-emitting Rluc from the yellow-emitting Fluc, by color, is difficult [16,168]. For this reason, multi-spectral bioluminescence imaging has largely been limited to studies in vitro [78,152,169]. While luciferases are not amenable to spectral resolution, they can be “biochemically” distinguished based on their specificities for distinct substrates. Sequential application of the substrates enables the desired targets
to be visualized in a single organism. This approach has already been applied to imaging mesenchymal stem cells and their interactions with breast cancer in vivo where the stem cells were tagged with an Fluc reporter, while breast cancer cells were monitored with Rluc [170]. Most recently, the Vargula (Vluc) luciferase-luciferin pair was used in tandem with Rluc and Fluc, enabling three distinct tumor cell populations to be imaged in mice (Figure 1-6) [171].

Moving beyond the naturally occurring systems, we expect that the design and implementation of orthogonal luciferase probes will be aided by new, improved and rapid syntheses of luciferin analogues [19,158,172]. We recently introduced a highly divergent luciferin synthesis that enables facile access to a variety of potential substrates [158]. Coupled with efficient means for the generation of luciferase mutants, we anticipate the development of more orthogonal bioluminescence systems [10,171,173-175].

With the continued development of new of luciferases and luciferins, researchers will soon have access to an expanded set of bioluminescent tools. In addition to the bioluminescent reactions, we expect that the current advances in bioluminescence will inspire the continued development of alternative luminescent imaging systems. Both enzyme-coupled and chemiluminescent systems are gaining traction as viable methodologies for visualizing and quantifying biological processes in vivo [176,177]. We anticipate that these new probes will broaden the scope of bioluminescence imaging, providing insights into macroscopic, multi-cellular behaviors ranging from immune function to tumor heterogeneity. We also expect creative new applications of bioluminescence in visualizing cell-cell contacts and other microscopic behaviors. Collectively, these studies will continue to refine our understanding of biological systems
and reveal new opportunities for therapeutic development.

**Figure 1-6** Orthogonal luciferase-luciferin pairs enable multi-component imaging *in vivo*. (A) Three unique cell types can be visualized using distinct luciferase-luciferin pairs. Sequential administration of the luciferins enables the target cells to be visualized. B. Fluc- (square), Gluc- (circle) and Vluc- (triangle) expressing glioma cells were implanted in distinct regions in a mouse model. The cells were selectively illuminated with D-luciferin, coelenterazine, and vargulin respectively, with one day separating each injection. Reprinted from ref. 171 by permission from Macmillan Publishers, Lt: Molecular Therapy - Nucleic Acids. Copyright 2013.
1.7 Objectives of this study

Despite the myriad of existing bioluminescent tools available, limitations exist in using them for imaging and quantifying multiple targets \textit{in vivo}. To address this deficit, I aimed to develop a more generalized toolset. I envisioned that the components would be applicable for monitoring not only proteins and other biomolecules from the same toolset but also the interactions of different cell types in preclinical disease models.

My worked was inspired by applications of the fluorescent protein palette where color-coding biomolecules has helped elucidate cellular trafficking and signaling pathways. Only far-red light (>650 nm) escapes from mammalian tissue, meaning spectral differentiation with either fluorescent or bioluminescent probes \textit{in vivo} is exceptionally difficult [11]. Instead, we proposed a biochemical resolution of bioluminescent signals for multicomponent imaging (Figure 1-7). Because the light emission event is the result of a luciferase-catalyzed process, there are many intimate contacts between this enzyme and its substrate. We therefore reasoned that a change in the substrate structure could be complemented with changes in the active site architecture, improving activity and engendering specificity. We believed we could screen for such “orthogonal” luciferase luciferin pairs using standard molecular biology techniques from libraries of Fluc mutants. Fluc was selected over other naturally occurring luciferases, as the target of our mutations due to its advantageous optical properties for \textit{in vivo} imaging and the relative ease of synthesizing substrate analogues. Our approach would reveal unique interactions between luciferin analogues and their
particular luciferase mutants, allowing the pairs to be differentiated by administering the different luciferins over time.

**Figure 1-7** Multicomponent imaging strategy. Luciferase mutants and their matched luciferins will be identified via screening.

To that end, I first aimed to:

1. Design and accrue various classes of luciferin analogues and demonstrate their viability for mutant luciferase screening (i.e., to validate their inherent, but not yet optimized ability to participate in the bioluminescent reaction).

2. Construct mutant Fluc libraries and rationally designed mutants, and show that the enzymes were, in fact, capable of catalyzing light emission.

3. Design a screen to quickly evaluate the large swath of luciferase mutants against the available synthetic luciferins in the lab.

4. Improve the bioluminescence properties and specificity of the unique pairs; for this aim, I chose to apply *in vitro* evolution and to analyze several generations of the library against the most promising luciferin analogues.
5. Analyze the “orthogonal pair” hits biochemically by expressing and purifying the mutant luciferases.

This thesis reports the successful completion of aims 1-3 and the progress, to date, towards aims 4-5. Specifically, I demonstrate the analysis of candidate luciferins, the design and construction of luciferase libraries and various screening platforms, as well as the results of the initial generations of screening.
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CHAPTER 2: Analysis of luciferin analogs for orthogonal multicomponent imaging

2.1 Introduction

The luciferase reaction first garnered the attention of organic chemists in the 1960s [1-4]. Emil White used organic synthesis to tease apart the light-emitting species by supplying various chemical entities to ground-up firefly light organs and observing which, if any, catalyzed light emission [3-5]. His pioneering work, and that of others, identified D-luciferin as the native substrate for Fluc, but just as importantly, helped to elucidate, “what makes a luciferin” beyond those found in nature. In short, the most key elements to the successful generation of light include:

- an aromatic core structure [6,7],
- electron density at the 6´ position [8,9],
- a D-stereocenter [2], and
- a carboxylate with an alpha proton off the thiazoline ring [10-12]

The aromatic core serves as the chromophore and thus dictates the wavelength of light emission. Existing literature suggests that the identity and extent of the π system can be flexible [7,13]. Photon emission is promoted by an electron dense residue at the 6´ position of D-luciferin [6]. In addition, there must be a carboxylate available for adenylation during the light emitting reaction (Figure 2-1) [14]; the mechanism also necessitates an accessible proton at C-4 for enzymatic abstraction and subsequent reaction with molecular oxygen [15]. D-Stereochemistry is also required for
bioluminescence (L-luciferin does get adenylated but does not become oxidized to emit light) [16].

**Figure 2-1** Bioluminescent light emission reaction mechanism. Luciferin is activated as the adenyl mixed anhydride. H-atom abstraction and subsequent addition of molecular oxygen ultimately provides the high-energy dioxetanone intermediate. Breakdown of this intermediate releases CO₂ and the excited state product. Relaxation of oxyluciferin to the ground state results in the emission of a photon of light.
Collectively, these findings guided our designs and particularly helped established which parameters in the luciferin scaffold were essential to light emission and which ones would be amenable to adaptation for orthogonal probe development. Auxiliary steric bulk is tolerated to varying degrees in different positions on both the benzothiazole and thiazoline ring [6,9,17]. Molecules that act as competitive inhibitors also gave a sense of the Fluc active site, and where re-engineering of the enzyme could better accommodate these modifications [6,18,19]. A sample of light-emitting luciferins and their non-emitting brethren are illustrated in Figure 2-2.

After assessing the available data on the topic, we converged on three classes of potential orthogonal luciferins, including those with modified electronic and steric properties as well as alternative aromatic cores (Figure 2-3) [20,21]. We preserved the D-stereochemistry, a carboxylate and sp³ carbon at C4 in all the molecules (refer to Figure 2-3 A for D-luciferin numbering). Incidentally, this allowed us to access all analogs via a facile condensation reaction between D-cysteine and cyanobenzothiazoles, analogous to the proposed last step of D-luciferin biosynthesis [22]. This reaction has been used in multiple luciferin syntheses over the decades, but these approaches were unnecessarily long and harsh [1,3,6,26]. Dave McCutcheon in our lab developed a synthesis of D-luciferin was both shorter and milder, and also tolerated steric modifications to the benzothiazole core, heteroatom substitutions, and other aromatic scaffolds as starting materials. This adaptable synthesis provided access to the three classes of luciferin analogs in which we were most interested. Initially, he used the method to generate several luciferin analogs with nitrogen atoms substituted for sulfur atoms (Figure 2-3 B)
[20]. Due to their similarities to D-luciferin, these luciferins were expected to be respectable light emitters, but not necessarily as potent. Thus, they were perhaps good candidates for emission improvements with mutant luciferases.
Figure 2-2 Characteristics of previously reported light-emitting luciferin analogs and related “dark” luciferins, along with competitive inhibitors of D-luciferin. R=alkyl or aryl substituents in most cases.

Figure 2-3 Luciferins investigated in this chapter. (A) Numbering scheme for D-luciferin and related analogs. (B) Structures of luciferin analogs used for orthogonal probe development in this chapter and the names that will be used to refer to them.
2.2 *In vitro* evaluation of nitrogenous luciferins

Two main types of experiments were required to assess the suitability of these compounds as potential orthogonal luciferins. First, we needed to verify that the analogs were capable of producing luciferase-catalyzed light, but were less-suited for this task than D-luciferin to promote orthogonality. These data would provide insight into the molecular interactions between the analogs and residues in the Fluc active site. I proposed to tackle this by examining the behavior of analogs with Fluc and mutants, as well as modeling their binding with conventional docking studies [23]. Second, we needed to verify that the analogs were cell-permeable and otherwise suited for *in vivo* work. I proposed to investigate this directly by testing the luciferin analogs with Fluc-expressing mammalian cell lines, as predicting such features from “drug-likeness” can be misleading [9,24,25].

To address the first set of experiments and assess the luminescence of the analogs under controlled conditions, recombinant Fluc was required. The *luc2* gene was cloned into a pET28 vector, and protein expression in *E. coli* was induced with IPTG (500 µM). A 1-L expression was carried out at 22 °C for 16 h. Lower temperatures were necessary in order to keep Fluc soluble [27]. Successful expression of Fluc in the soluble fraction of *E. coli* was confirmed by gel electrophoresis. After Ni-NTA purification and concentration, 30 mg of Fluc were isolated and found to be >95% pure (Figure 2-4). Enzyme activity was confirmed with D-luciferin using standard bioluminescence assays (Figure 2-5). The emission from our recombinant Fluc was comparable to that previously reported [28].
Figure 2-4 Recombinant Fluc product analyzed via gel electrophoresis. The Fluc band at 63 kDa was observed in acrylamide gel stained with Coomasie blue.
Figure 2-5 Recombinant Fluc emits light with D-luciferin. (A) Fluc (1 µg) was assayed in the presence of increasing concentrations of D-luciferin. (B) Light emission from an Fluc sample (1 µg) D-luciferin, ATP, and acetyl CoA (100 µM) was observed over time.

In collaboration with Dave McCutcheon, light emission assays were performed using Fluc, required cofactors and the first cavalcade of luciferin analogs: the nitrogenous heterocycles benz luc, imid luc, regio N-met luc and tetra N luc [20] (Figure 2-6 B). Among the best substrates, including the benz luc and regio N-met benz luc, dose dependent light emission was observed, while no light was observed in the absence of enzyme. While emission was observed for approximately half of the luciferin analogs, the signal intensities were universally weaker (~100 fold or greater) than that observed from D-luciferin. These data suggested that all the molecules tested were potential orthogonal
luciferins and that several clearly possess the ability to produce light. These molecules seemed to be promising starting points for identifying complementary luciferases [20].

In order to assess the viability of the nitrogenous analogs as *in vivo* probes, HEK 293 cells stably expressing Fluc were incubated with benz luc or regio N met luc, and the light emission was quantified. The dose dependency observed in the *in vitro* enzymatic assay was maintained as expected, and the steady-state emissions suggested that the compounds were capable of diffusing across the mammalian cell membrane, an important requirement for *in vivo* imaging (Figure 2-7).

These first assays and luciferins demonstrated that our synthetic approach and analyses were valid, and we further investigated a more diverse panel of luciferin architectures.
Figure 2-6 Light production from luciferin analogs. (A) Bioluminescence images from analogs benz luc, imid luc, regio N-met luc and tetra N luc (0.05–500 µM) incubated with Fluc or no enzyme. (B) Quantification of the light emission from images from (A) Error bars represent the standard error of the mean for three independent experiments.
Figure 2-7 Some luciferin analogs emit light in a dose dependent fashion in the presence of luciferase-expressing mammalian cells. HEK 293 cells stably expressing luc2 were incubated with 250, 500 and 1000 µM of each luciferin analog at room temperature for five minutes. Luminescence was collected and quantified on IVIS camera. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean for three replicate samples.
2.3 Analysis of 6′ amino acyl luciferins \textit{in vitro}

To expand beyond the electronically modified luciferins, we also looked to synthetically accessible steric modifications, particularly around the benzothiazole core (Figure 2-3). The 6′ position of D-luciferin has been heavily researched due to the ease of accessing derivatives at this position and inspired by inquiry into the mechanism of light emission [29]. Indeed, 6′acylated aminoluciferins [30] and alkyl aminoluciferins [8] have both been shown to have robust light emission. The crystal structure indicates significant space extending off this position (Figure 2-8). Biochemical experiments with larger residues appended at the 6′ position (e.g., a PEG-chain) support this model [31]. Thus, we envisioned a series of 6′ amino acyl luciferins would be a reasonable starting point for orthogonal probe development (Figure 2-3 B, row 3.)

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{Figure2-3}
\caption{Space surrounding the 6′ position of D-luciferin in the co-crystal structure. (PDB: 4G36).}
\end{figure}

I initially investigated some amino acyl derivatives \textit{in silico} using the Glide module of Maestro from the Schrödinger molecular modeling software suite. The Fluc
structure (PDB:4G36) was pre-processed with protein prepwizard to generate hydrogen atoms that would have been missing from the crystal structure [32]. The software modules Prime and EpiK were used to incorporate and minimize the energy of missing amino acid sidechains, and to determine the biologically relevant protonation state of all protonatable groups [32]. After this, a global energy minimization was performed using the OPLS 2005 force field. From this new minimized structure, a Glide receptor grid was generated. Concurrently, the CF3 AA, i-pr and t-butyl luc analogs (Figure 2-3) were built using the existing DSLA ligand from the crystal structure. DSLA is a non-hydrolyzable analog of the activated AMP ester invoked in the light emission reaction. This analog has been used as a co-crystallizing agent in several structures [32,33].

Each new luciferin analog was docked statically to the receptor and compared to DSLA. As expected, all analogs were all able to access the luciferin-binding site in a manner analogous to D-luciferin. The GlideScore (a unitless measure of predicted binding ability) suggested binding of these substrates would be on par with the native substrate, with some potential additional contacts. CF3 AA luc, in particular, was predicted to have nearly 1 kcal/mol more lipophilic contacts over other analogs (Table 2-1). However, the error of these GlideScores compared to empirical ΔG of binding can vary significantly, so empirical validation would be required to support such claims [34].
In addition, because enzymes are not static structures, we were curious how the picture might change if the analogs were given more flexibility to move in the active site or influence the position of surrounding Fluc residues. In order to assess this potential, OPLS200 force field energy minimizations were run on the structure with each analog to see how much the protein would have to move to accept the structure. I visualized the interaction as the surface of the ligand against the surface of the binding pocket (Figure 2-9). In this view, it’s clear that all three ligands should be tolerated by the active site similarly. t-Butyl AA luc (yellow) protrudes from the binding site the furthest, but is accommodated nearly as well because active site residues can swing away preventing steric clash. i-Pr AA luc (red) and CF3 AA luc (blue) have very similar energy-minimized conformations, but CF3 AA luc is predicted to have favorable interactions with several active site residues and a more similar footprint to D-luciferin. These results highlight the importance of not only total steric bulk, but also ligand flexibility and electrostatic contacts.

Table 2-1 Ligand docking with Glide to WT Fluc receptor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ligand</th>
<th>docking score</th>
<th>glide gscore</th>
<th>glide lipo</th>
<th>glide hbond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF3 AA luc</td>
<td>-14.291</td>
<td>-14.291</td>
<td>-5.155</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-pr AA luc</td>
<td>-13.654</td>
<td>-13.654</td>
<td>-4.482</td>
<td>-0.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-butyl AA luc</td>
<td>-13.124</td>
<td>-13.124</td>
<td>-4.628</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-luciferin (DSLA)</td>
<td>-11.532</td>
<td>-11.532</td>
<td>-4.308</td>
<td>-0.247</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These *in silico* investigations required experimental validation. Dave McCutcheon synthesized the 6’-amino acyl probes using a similar approach to that of the nitrogenous luciferins. A 6’ amino precursor analog was subjected to various acylating conditions to give CF3 AA luc, t-butyl AA luc and i-pr AA luc. Gratifyingly, each luciferin was demonstrated to have dose-dependent light emission with Fluc (Figure 2-10). The GlideScoring correctly predicted CF3 AA luc as the most potent light emitter. In contrast to the predictions, though, t-butyl AA luc was significantly brighter than i-pr AA luc across all doses, despite its proposed steric clash. Also in conflict with the calculations, CF3 AA luc and i-pr AA luc, while having basically the same footprint in the active site, showed nearly three orders of magnitude difference in their light emission across multiple doses. This was likely due to the decreased electron density for

![Space filling model of energy minimized and merged 6’ acyl aminoluciferin conformations in the active site of Fluc (PDB: 436G). Structure processed with the protein prep wizard and energy minimized with the OPLS 2005 force field.](image)
Acyl aminoluciferins demonstrate dose-dependent light emission. Quantification of bioluminescence from of CF3 AA luc (dark blue), t-butyl AA luc (light blue) and i-pr AA luc (raspberry) from 0.01–1000 µM when incubated with Fluc. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean from three independent replicates.

The 6´ acyl aminoluciferins were attractive due to their ease of synthesis to provide a variety of sterically modified luciferins. Computations also predicted good binding for all the derivatives. i-Pr AA luc is particularly ripe for *in vitro* evolution owing to its appropriate size and shape but as yet unoptimized emission. Conversely, as one of the most robust luciferin analogs identified to date, we feel that an enzyme enhanced for

**Figure 2-10** 6´ Acyl aminoluciferins demonstrate dose-dependent light emission. Quantification of bioluminescence from of CF3 AA luc (dark blue), t-butyl AA luc (light blue) and i-pr AA luc (raspberry) from 0.01–1000 µM when incubated with Fluc. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean from three independent replicates.
use with CF3 AA luc would have a chance to obtain orthogonality with WT Fluc and D-luciferin, something that more poorly emitting luciferins may never achieve.

2.4 Development and expansion of a novel cyclic luciferin scaffold

If the reduced light emission with the acylated series of luciferins arose from electronic rather than steric considerations, alkylated amino luciferins would offer a more viable starting point. These types of probes have also been validated in the literature. For example, in 2010, Miller and coworkers reported a bright, stable 6′ alkyl cyclic amino luciferin, (CycLuc1) [9]. Our lab immediately recognized the potential utility of this luciferin due to its robust light emission at low concentrations in vitro. We also hypothesized that the greater carbon:heteroatom ratio would be advantageous (see the structure in Figure 2-3). Melanie Evans confirmed that the minimal luciferin needed to produce visible signal in mice from implanted tumors was lowered nearly 100-fold from 5 mM to 500 µM. In addition, collaborators at the University of Massachusetts Medical School demonstrated that CycLuc1 readily penetrates the brain through the blood brain barrier and access brain tissue [35].

To further investigate the mechanisms behind CycLuc1’s improved in vivo performance, I analyzed the relative light emission from CycLuc1 and D-luciferin in various tissue-culture assays. Fluc-expressing 4T1, DB7 and CMT-64 tumor cells were treated with varying concentrations of both luciferins. All the cell lines yielded higher bioluminescent signals with D-luciferin, except at low substrate concentrations, where CycLuc1 is favored (Figure 2-11). When implanted in mice, these same cells produced
greater photon flux with CycLuc1, even in tumors that were located near the surface and/or proximal to the site of substrate injection [35]. This suggests that the delivery of D-luciferin to Fluc-expressing cells *in vivo* is limiting, and that the cell permeability, lower $K_m$ [36] and bioavailability of CycLuc1 play important roles in its superior *in vivo* performance. CycLuc1 outperformed D-luciferin over a wider range of concentrations in 4T1 and CMT-64; these cell lines are known to be highly mucinous which likely presents a barrier to the passive diffusion of D-luciferin (Figure 2-11 A-C) [37]. This provides further evidence to the role of *in vivo* bioavailability in differentiating the two substrates. Another potential contributor to the improved *in vivo* performance of CycLuc1 is a redshift in the emitted photons to more tissue-penetrating wavelengths. When the same cells were imaged through a Cy5.5 (675 nm) emission filter emulating signal attenuation in mammalian tissue, CycLuc1 had a greater percentage of its light in the crucial range, even though D-luciferin emitted a greater number of total photons (Figure 2-11 D and E).

Finally, using recombinant Fluc, I found some evidence that CycLuc1 may enable longer-lived emission. I followed the light emitting reaction at time points long after the typical “glow” period for D-luciferin (1-20 min). CycLuc1’s emission continued to rise during this period while that of D-luciferin trailed off. CycLuc1 maintained its steady-state emission for nearly one hour (Figure 2-12). In the substrate-limited environment of the implanted tumor, such a subtle effect may become much more pronounced, but additional studies are needed to evaluate the molecular basis for this observation.
Figure 2-11. Bioluminescence imaging of (A) DB7-luc, (B) 4T1-luc2, and (C) CMT-64-luc cells treated with the indicated concentration of CycLuc1 (light blue bars) or D-luciferin (dark blue bars).
Figure 2-11 cont’d (D) Light output from 50,000 4T1-luc cells treated with 1 mM D-luciferin or CycLuc1. Photons were collected either with an open filter (light blue bars) or after passage through a Cy5.5 filter (dark blue bars). The percent filtered light captured in each case is shown in (E), ***P < 0.001 (t-test). For (A)-(E), error bars represent the standard error of the mean for three independent experiments.
Figure 2-12 Prolonged light emission observed with CycLuc1. Luciferin (100 µM) was added to buffer containing equimolar acetyl CoA and an excess of ATP. Light emission was monitored over time. D-luciferin (dark blue) lost emission while CycLuc1 (light blue) gained intensity.

CycLuc1, in addition to having improved pharmacokinetics, offered unique advantages for designing steric modifications and rapid analog generation. While the parental scaffold was perhaps too bright with WT Fluc, to obtain orthogonality, it could be readily modified. In particular, we were interested in elaboration of the scaffold using mild late-stage diversification to provide a new class of orthogonal luciferins. Rachel Steinhardt, Jessica O’Neill and Brittany Ripley developed a modular “click”-based approach using a propargylated luciferin (CycLuc Alk) (Figure 2-3). The terminal alkyne moiety of CycLuc Alk can be further elaborated with a variety of organic azides using the “click” reaction. The resulting “clicked” CycLucs (Figure 2-3) were assayed for their light emission with Fluc (Figure 2-13). At 100 µM, the EtOH and benzyl “clicked” products produced roughly equivalent numbers of photons (68 and 55% respectively)
compared to parental CycLuc1, despite vastly bulkier substituents. This result further supports extra “room” and flexibility of the active site surrounding the 6’ position, as predicted by our docking and modeling.

The clicked CycLuc1 series of molecules are still a research arm in the lab, but the lack of initial differential in light emission (only the EtOH clicked CycLuc1 had a statistically relevant difference in light emission to D-luciferin) has limited their utility for orthogonal luciferin development. The beauty of the modular “click” approach is that we should be able to access a wide variety of scaffolds. It is possible that even bulkier azido reagents could be used to differentiate the products.

![Bar graph showing light emission comparison](image)

**Figure 2-13** Light emission was preserved among CycLuc1 derivatives. CycLuc Alk was “clicked” with azido ethanol and benzyl azide. The resulting luciferins were assayed against recombinant Fluc. Neither CycLuc1 (light blue) nor benzyl click luc (berry) emitted statistically less light than D-luciferin, and none of the three CycLucs’ emission was significantly different from any other.
2.5 Identification of luciferase mutants that emit light with luciferin analogs

Having identified both the nitrogenous and 6’ acylated aminoluciferins as viable luciferin analog classes, we also examined the enzyme in parallel. To successfully identify orthogonal pairs, we needed to establish that Fluc could withstand significant mutations to the active site and surrounding amino acids while maintaining its catalytic activity. As a complement to the body of literature available in our design for the luciferin analogs, there has also been significant inquiry into the Fluc structure. For example, some of the residues necessary to catalyze light emission, modulate the wavelength of released photons, and provide stability to the protein structure are known. It has also been established that many of these active site residues can withstand mutation to varying degrees. Branchini and coworkers identified many of the key active site amino acids in the late 1990s and early 2000s [38-42] (Table 2-2). In particular, they reported that several residues may be substituted to afford mutants that provide up to one-fourth of the wild-type activity but exhibit red-shifted bioluminescence emissions [38]. These mutations were included to optimize two “colors” of click beetle luciferases whose spectra were sufficiently resolved to image two targets in vitro [43]. These data also suggested that mutations to the putative active site were tolerated reasonably well, and that distant substitutions could also modulate the interaction between the substrate and the enzyme.
Further insight into desirable mutants to pursue was garnered from crystal structure data. In 2006 and more recently in 2012, structures from insect luciferases with a luciferin-AMP analog (DSLA) were reported in two different catalytic conformations. These structures revealed the involvement of previously implicated residues alongside a few previously unidentified ones. In particular, Arg218 and Thr251 appeared to make
close and stereoelectronically mediated contacts with DSLA. The positive charge of Arg218 had been implicated in the mechanism biochemically, and its placement in the crystal structure could either help stabilize the presumed 6′ phenolate of D-luciferin during the reaction mechanism or perhaps provide a cation-π interaction [39]. Thr251, for its part, seemed poised to donate a hydrogen bond to a nitrogen atom in the thiazoline ring. A mutation of T251A in this position has since been exploited to improve light emission with CycLuc1, and its N-methyl derivative CycLuc2 [36]. These residues looked to be important in our search for orthogonal luciferase-luciferin pairs.

In assessing the relative contributions of the mutant enzyme, I used L-luciferin as a model probe. L-luciferin, the enantiomer of D-luciferin, has been previously shown not to be a substrate of Fluc. However, it can bind the active site and be adenylated. It necessarily maintains all other criteria of a viable luciferin. These features also made L-luciferin an attractive starting point for a rationally designed orthogonal pair, to complement some of the other analogs mentioned earlier. I proposed that a minimalist active site remodeling could be accomplished by trading the places of the R218 and T251 residues because of their defined roles and that their sidechains should be locked into opposite sides of the active site by alpha helices (Figure 2-15). This sort of flip-flop of important catalytic residues in order to invert stereospecificity has precedent in vanillyl alcohol oxidase [44] and in the activation of ion channels by using salt bridges as a molecular switch [45]. In both cases, we were gratified to see that the authors actually use a switch in charges at the targeted residues for mutagenesis.
Residues Arg218 and Thr251 are in close proximity to luciferin binding site. (A) Pymol rendering of interactions between R218, T251 and D-luciferin in WT Fluc (PDB: 4G36). (B) Proposed flip-flopped active site with T218 and R251 (PDB: 2DIS). Dashed lines represent positions in the active site within an H-bond distance of D-luciferin including both R218 and T251. These residues therefore made sense to target for mutagenesis.
To test the hypothesis that R218T and T251R mutations would enable Fluc to catalyze light emission with L-luciferin, it was first necessary to install the mutations into the Fluc gene. Using Quikchange mutagenesis, I first generated the R218T mutation in the luc2 gene of a pcDNA Luc2-IRES-eGFP construct, (donated by the Contag laboratory at Stanford) followed by T251R. To optimize protein production in E. coli, these mutated Fluc genes were then subcloned into the protein expression vector pET28. Small cultures were inoculated with freshly transformed BL21DE3 cells. After several hours when the cultures had reach mid-log phase, the absorbances were normalized to OD_{600} = 0.6 and protein expression was initiated with the addition of 500 µM IPTG. Expression was induced for 1 h at 37 °C. Cells were subsequently harvested, resuspended in bioluminescence buffer, and lysed by sonication. The cell lysates were imaged in the presence of each luciferin (100 µM) and 1 mM ATP.
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**Figure 2-15** R218T and R218T/T251R Fluc mutants catalyze light emission with D- but not L- luciferin. Induced E. coli cell lysate was assayed with 1 mM ATP and 100 µM either D-luciferin (dark blue), L-luciferin (light blue) or 5-pyridone luciferin (raspberry) in either R218T/T251R, R218T or WT Fluc cell lines.
Weak emission was observed from the double mutant expressing bacteria (Figure 2-15). Additionally, there was little difference in either mutant’s acceptance of L vs. D-luciferin (less than 1% L:D in all Flucs; data not shown). This small level of emission was likely reporting on the enantiopurity of the L-luciferin as a substrate, because any small contamination from D-luciferin present will emit brightly. The analysis was further complicated by slowly increasing light emission for L-luciferin, even in WT Fluc (Figure 2-16). We assume this was due to intracellular racemases in the E. coli lysate interconverting the L-luciferin; there is also evidence that Fluc itself can interconvert the two stereochemistries via the CoA thioester intermediate [46]. Collectively, the data suggested that L-luciferin may have been a more difficult starting point for our orthogonal pairs than we had predicted. In the future, screening for activity with L-luciferin in mammalian cells, or other Fluc sources, could limit the racemization issue. In addition, a control could be engineered to subtract the residual emission from D-luciferin contamination. Recent work from the Kato lab also demonstrated that in a related system (the thiolation of ketoprofen by other insect luciferases), positions I350 and M397 (I351 and M397 in Fluc) determine whether or not the preferred R substrate is accepted. It is reasonable to target these residues to being to change the stereospecificity of the enzyme [47].
L-Luciferin light emission increases over time. WT Fluc *E. coli* cell lysate was incubated with 100 µM L-luciferin at 37 °C and light emission was recorded periodically.

Surprisingly, we did observe significant light emission from the R218T Fluc mutant with both D-luciferin and a 5 N-methyl pyridone variant (included because it does not have a proton at the 6' position) (Figure 2-14). Both results indicated better catalytic potential from the mutant than we would have hypothesized given the previous literature on that position [39] (Table 2-2). In fact, R218S has even been used as an “inactive enzyme” negative control [48]. In order to analyze this analog and mutant luciferase in a more relevant model for the eventual applications, we decided to test them in cell culture. The pcDNA3.1(+) plasmids were transfected into HEK293 cells using lipofectamine 2000. These cells were drug selected with 500 µg/mL G418 (geneticin) to ensure stable expression of the luciferase. When the cell lines were treated with 100 µM to 1 mM of D-luciferin and N-methyl pyridone luciferin, both compounds exhibited dose-dependent light emission (Figure 2-17 A). Note: the cell lysate assays used the unmethylated pyridone luciferin, but NMR studies from Brendan Zhang suggest that both of these...
substrates exist in the same tautomeric state so comparisons between the studies should be valid.) The emission from R218T was equal to that of WT Fluc for both D-luciferin and N-methyl 5-pyridone luciferin. As with CycLuc1, these data could be explained by increased cell permeability. Alternatively, if the mammalian cells expressed more copies of R218T Fluc than WT Fluc in the HEK 293 cell lines I used, this would also explain the discrepancy.

I also surveyed the light emission from R218T and WT Fluc HEK cell lines against many of the previously described luciferins, particularly those with 6´ modifications. Light emission over the background was observed for CF3 AA luc and glycyl AA luc, as well as the three CycLucs (CycLuc1, EtOH clicked CycLuc1 and benzyl clicked CycLuc1) and for D-luciferin itself (Figure 2-17 B). In all cases, the light emission for the WT Fluc vs. the R218T mutant was not substantially different. While further studies with purified R218T Fluc would be needed to confirm this, most likely these results arise from differential expression levels of the protein. Many models of protein folding penalize the “burying” of charges within the active site. pcDNA3.1(+) is a “leaky” expression vector, whereas pET28 works through activation of the lac operon with a lactose analog, resulting in a harsh induction of protein. It is possible that R218T Fluc can build up more gradually in the mammalian cell, and does not have that opportunity in the bacterial expression conditions. The unique properties of R218T Fluc as well as additional point mutants published in the literature and produced by others in the lab, made us confident that the biological space that luciferase occupies is ripe for additional development and that new active site residues can imbue this system with novel capabilities.
Figure 2-17 WT and R218T Fluc expressing mammalian cells emit light with luciferin analogs comparably. HEK 293 cells stably expressing WT Fluc or R218T Fluc were incubated with (A) 250, 500 and 1000 µM of 5-N-methyl pyridone luciferin (B) 100 µM of the listed analogs room temperature for 5 min. Bioluminescence was collected and quantified on IVIS camera. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean for three samples.
2.6 Conclusions and future directions

In this chapter, I demonstrated successful bioluminescent light emission from the nitrogenous luciferins, 6′ amino acyl luciferins, and CycLuc1 and clicked derivatives. These observations, and those of others demonstrate that the luciferin scaffold is hearty and adaptable [4,6]. Whether steric or electronic perturbations are made, or even alternative aromatic cores are used, as long as certain key features are maintained, a surprising number of structures are all capable of emitting light with the native enzyme, not to mention Fluc mutants. That said, it is also gratifying that it does not appear that the Fluc active site is exceedingly promiscuous. It can perceive the subtle difference in steric bulk and electronics between a CF₃ group and that of an isopropyl group in the context of the N-acyl analogs. If the active site accepted all variations on a general type, we would worry whether true specificity could actually be achieved.

Our current bioluminescence-based analysis does leave something to be desired. While we were able to learn a lot about the interactions of Fluc and our synthesized analogs, this text underplays the synthetic effort involved to produce them in the quantity and purity needed to commence screening efforts. Unfortunately, at this point we do not have a clear idea of whether a given molecule can produce photons before it has been made. Many molecules may “look like luciferins,” but due to problems arising from a lack of planarity/aromaticity, poor electron-density in the ring, or other issues, they will remain “dark” no matter how long we look for their luciferase partner. Conversely, there are other luciferins that could be unfairly passed over in a purely bioluminescent assay because although they have some inherent ability to undergo the reaction and emit light, their interface with WT Fluc might be so poor that we do not detect any photon flux. This
case represents an unfortunate problem, because it is these possible, but not as yet optimized, luciferins that hold the most promise for truly orthogonal systems.

In the future, we would like to have better metrics for evaluating our luciferin analogs before they enter the screen, or more ideally, before they are ever synthesized. Our current collaboration with the Furche laboratory at UCI is investigating whether a parameter called “oscillator strength” (a unitless measure of the likelihood that an atom or molecule can absorb or emit electromagnetic during its transitions between energy levels) is sufficient to predict the potential of a molecule to act as a luciferin. If so, we will have an incredibly powerful predictor of candidates for screening before a flask is ever lifted for its synthesis. To establish such a calculation, we need methods of analyzing its predictive accuracy (for the same reason that we have used bioluminescence with the WT Fluc as a proxy thus far) before relying on the method too heavily. As an empirical check on the method, Colin Rathbun, Rachel Steinhartd, Dave McCutcheon and Will Porterfield are synthesizing a palette of known and novel luciferin analogs. These molecules are being analyzed via oscillator strength calculations, chemiluminescence and bioluminescence assays. Because chemiluminescence is fundamentally the same chemical process as bioluminescence, with a high-energy intermediate extruding CO$_2$ to give an excited state product, it can be used to model the potential light emission from a given luciferin without the influence of the enzyme [49,50]. An ideal luciferin candidate for screening would have poor bioluminescence but robust chemiluminescence and oscillator strength. To complement their work, I have collaborated with the Mobley lab to dock these luciferins in the binding site of the WT Fluc DSLA crystal structure in the same manner as the 6’ amino acyl luciferins; the
docking scores can approximate $K_m$ values (listed in table 4-2). Combined with predictions of the a proposed luciferin’s ability to emit light, these values help preselect compounds for the screen. Until such calculations have been fully validated, though, the $in vitro$ and tissue culture experiments described in this chapter will remain a mainstay of the lab. As it is, they have already been shown to be incredibly valuable in developing the nitrogenous, acyl and alkyl amino classes of luciferin analogs the screening of whom will be discussed in the following two chapters.
2.7 Methods and materials

General methods section

Buffer reagents were purchased from Fisher Scientific. BLI buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl₂, 1.5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, pH 7.8) was prepared and sterile-filtered; between uses it was kept at 4 °C. Chemically competent bacteria were prepared according to standard protocols. Restriction enzymes and T4 DNA ligase were purchased from New England Biolabs. Platinum PFX (Invitrogen) was used for Quikchange mutagenesis while Dreamtaq (Fermentas) was used for standard PCR applications. All PCR reactions were confirmed by ethidium bromide agarose gel analysis before performing down-stream reactions. Plasmid construction was confirmed with sequencing provided by Genewiz, San Diego. For cultures and protein expression, LB and LB agar granulated mixes were purchased from BD Difco. IPTG, PMSF and DTT were purchased from Gold Biosciences.

Subcloning, expression and purification of Fluc

The Fluc gene was amplified by PCR using MP022 and MP027 primers encoding for NcoI and NotI sites and subcloned into pET28a(+). Colonies were screened with D-luciferin and analyzed by BLI; colonies that emitted light were isolated with Qiagen kit for sequencing. The resulting plasmid was transformed into BL21-DE3 cells. One liter of expression culture was grown to OD₆₀₀=0.8 and induced with 500 µM IPTG and transferred to a 22 °C shaker O/N. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (10 krpm, 15 min) and resuspended in 40 mL lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM
DTT, 0.5% (v/v) Tween-20, 1 mM PMSF, pH 7.4). Cells were then lysed by sonication (7 rounds, 70% output, 1 min pulsing at 70% frequency, 3 min rests), and the lysate was clarified by centrifugation (14 krpm, 1 hr). The resulting extracts were purified by Ni\(^{2+}\) affinity chromatography and eluted with 100 mM imidazole buffer. Bioluminescence was assayed with D-luciferin to establish that enzyme was functional (see below). Glycerol (10% final concentration) was added to the purified luciferase, which was stored at -20 °C until use.

**Construction of luciferase point mutants**

Quikchange mutagenesis (Stratagene, La Jolla) using two sets of primer pairs was used to make point mutations in the Fluc gene in pcDNA 3.1+. Primer pairs 1, and then 2, were used sequentially to construct the to install first R218T followed by T251R. The genes were then subcloned into pET28a(+) by standard techniques. Colonies were assessed for light emission by application of 5 mM D-luciferin and bioluminescence was captured with IVIS Lumina (Xenogen) system. Dark colonies selected for overnight culture, miniprep and sequencing.

**Quikchange mutagenic primers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sequence 5’-3’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP015</td>
<td>Luc2 R218T Fwd</td>
<td>CACCGCACCCTTGTGTCACCTTCAGTCATGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP016</td>
<td>Luc2 R218T Rvs</td>
<td>GCATGACTGAAGGTGACACAAGCGGTGCGGTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP017</td>
<td>Luc2 T251R Fwd</td>
<td>GCTTCGGCATGTTCCGAACGCTGGGCTACTTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP018</td>
<td>Luc2 T251E Rvs</td>
<td>CAAGTAGCCCAGCGTTCGGAACATGCCGAAGC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**In vitro** bioluminescence assays with native and analog luciferases

Bioluminescence assays with all luciferin compounds were carried out in triplicate, using solid black, flat-bottom, 96-well plates (BD Bioscience). Assay wells contained purified Fluc (0 or 2 µg), luciferin substrate (0-1 mM), ATP (Sigma, 1 mM), coenzyme-A
trilithium salt, Calbiochem, 1 mM), and BLI reaction buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM TCEP, 2 mM MgSO4) pH 7.6), totaling 100 µl. Additionally, all non-enzyme assay components were premixed in the wells prior to Fluc addition. Images for all assays were acquired as described above.

**Cell lysate BLI assays with native and analog luciferases**

Plasmids encoding for Fluc of interest in pET28(a) vector were transformed into BL21 DE3 cells, and grown on kanamycin plates (40 µg/mL) overnight. One colony was selected to inoculate 5 mL LB broth (40 µg/mL kanamycin) for 4-6 h. until OD$_{600}$ $\approx$ 0.4 at which point protein expression was induced with 500 µM IPTG for 1 h. Cells were then harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in BLI reaction buffer and lysed by sonication 1 mM ATP

**Cell culture bioluminescence assays with native analog luciferases**

HEK293 cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with fetal calf serum (FCS, 10%), penicillin (10 units/mL), and streptomycin (10 µg/mL) in a CO$_2$ (5%) humidified incubator at 37 °C. Approximately 2.5 x 10$^5$ cells were seeded in 4-cm$^2$ plates overnight. Cells were transfected with pLuc2-IRES-eGFP by lipofection (Lipofectamine 2000, Invitrogen) according to manufacturer directions. Between 12-24 h. after transfection, cells were replated on 96-well black well plates for bioluminescence assays. Cells were incubated with D-luciferin, benz luc or regio N met benz luc at 0, 250, 500 µM for 5 min. at room temperature. Bioluminescence was acquired as above. Cell lines were later
selected by exposure to G418 (600 µg/ml) over two weeks. N-Met pyridone luc was assayed at 0, 100, 500 and 1000 µM for 5 min at rt.

Molecular modeling
These studies were performed with the Schrödinger 2013-3 molecular modeling software suite. The 4G36 structure from the PDB was imported and processed through the protein prep wizard to generate hydrogen atoms missing from the crystal structure. Thereafter, the software modules Prime and EpiK were used to incorporate and minimize the energy of amino acid sidechains missing from the crystal structure and to determine the biologically relevant protonation state of all sidechains. After this, a global energy minimization was performed using the OPLS2000 force field.
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CHAPTER 3: Screening a library of luciferase mutants

3.1 Introduction

One of the biggest unknowns in any screen is the question of “is it possible?” While in vitro evolution has been incredibly successful at finding the necessary sequences to perform a task of interest, this is no guarantee that a sequence exists for a particular application. Selections are long and hard. The fitness landscape that connects proteins with fold and function to those nearly infinitum series of functionless amino acid sequences is vast and flat. Most mutations are deleterious. We are miserable at predicting what pathway connects the few oases with purpose in the desert of empty biological space. This has been stated eloquently by Frances Arnold:

“Despite major advances, a molecular-level understanding of why one protein performs a certain task better than another remains elusive. This is perhaps not surprising when we remember that a protein often undergoes conformational changes during function and exists as a dynamic ensemble of conformers that are only slightly more stable than their unfolded and non-functional states and that might themselves be functionally diverse. Mutations far away from active sites can influence protein function. Engineering enzymatic activity is particularly difficult because very small changes in structure or chemical properties can have big effects on catalysis. Thus, predicting the amino acid sequence, or changes to an amino acid sequence, that would generate a specific behavior remains a challenge... [1]”

That said, the combined published work on luciferin analogs and mutations in the luciferin-binding site, in parallel with our own work tells us that the fitness landscape surrounding Fluc is rich and varied and could potentially be adapted with relative ease towards new substrates and functions. While the crystal structures of enzymes and other proteins provide insight, and targeted mutagenesis can be successful, a large proportion
of “change-of-function” studies arrive at their structure through random mutagenesis [2]. This may be due to the process’ inherent ability to survey multiple subtle changes in the fitness landscape [3] while seemingly rational changes can generate harsher jags in that topography.

In vitro evolution has been used to improve the function of many enzymes, including evolved versions of Fluc with improved thermostability [4] pH sensitivity, [5] and \( K_m \) and \( V_{\text{max}} \) values [6]. Most importantly, the screening of small libraries of Fluc mutants have afforded luciferase variants that do not emit light with D-luciferin, but can be turned-on with certain optimized luciferin analogs [7]. Conversely, combinations of random mutagenesis and substrate engineering have been used to rescue light emission from related monooxygenases (enzyme family in which Fluc belongs) found in worms [8] and even Drosophila [8,9]. These data collectively, along with the limited success in our efforts at rational mutagenesis, convinced me that random mutagenesis and a screen of the luciferases and luciferins against one another would yield orthogonal pairs most efficiently.

I set about to design a luciferase library that would maximize the effect of mutations, while not sacrificing the integrity of the enzymatic scaffold. The latter often results in misfolded or otherwise inactive proteins. At the same time, I worked to develop a screen that identified mutants with interesting activities: for example, the ability to process unique luciferins or to discriminate between two luciferins. We also looked for improved binding affinities for an analog scaffold of interest. This latter feature is most akin to in vitro evolution, selecting variants that exhibit improved features compared to earlier “versions” of the enzyme. The screen needed to be sensitive enough to detect
small changes in relative light emission levels, but also robust and reproducible even when using minimal amounts of the luciferin compounds. I also hoped that the screen would be minimally time and labor intensive, so that all members of the lab could be employed as screeners compounds became available.

Improvements to either specificity or affinity would aid our search for orthogonal luciferase-luciferin pairs because the shifts in substrate preference (even if imperfect) could be evolved into complete orthogonality over several generations of the library. Analogously, finding Fluc variants that were particularly bright emitters with a given luciferin, were likely to contain mutations that made them specific for that substrate and could then be screened against other such optimized pairs. Both approaches would be benefitted by facile access to additional generations of libraries, so I also aimed to optimize each subcloning step to simplify the workflow on subsequent improvements to the initial hits.

3.2 Construction of the library

The mechanisms of luciferase-catalyzed light emission are still debated, but overall, the enzyme generates an activated luciferin–AMP intermediate from bound molecules of luciferin and ATP (Figure 2-1). Subsequent oxidation of this molecule results in the production of light [10,11]. Previous studies have demonstrated that the light emission is dependent on amino acid residues within both the luciferin and ATP binding pockets, as well as distant locations [12]. The activities of known mutants are provided in Table 2-2. Based on these findings, we decided to create libraries where the mutations spanned defined regions for a higher level of mutagenesis. The luciferin-
binding site (R1), the ATP cofactor binding site (R2), as well as the collective region spanning both shorter sections (R1R2) presented attractive targets for random mutagenesis. The targeted regions of Fluc are shown in Figure 3-1.

**Figure 3-1** Regions of Fluc targeted for mutagenesis: these included the luciferin-binding site from Gly199 to Arg275 (green) and ATP-binding site from Arg275 to Thr346 (blue).
In order to confine mutations in R1 and R2, we needed to identify regions of the luciferase gene that could be modified for specific insertion of library DNA. With these general positions identified, the gene sequence was scanned for positions where a mutation could introduce a new restriction endonuclease recognition site, without altering the amino acid sequence. Such “silent” restriction sites would enable access to the targeted gene regions. G199, R275 and T346 were all identified as potential positions to install “silent” BamHI, HindIII and SpeI restriction sites, respectively. These sites were introduced using Quickchange mutagenesis in the pcDNA3.1 vector. Successful introduction of these sites was verified via digestion analysis (Figure 3-2 A). The modified Fluc genes were also introduced into the pET28a(+) bacterial expression plasmid for future screening work (Figure 3-2B). When transformed into bacteria and
assessed for light emission with 100 µM D-luciferin, their light emission was comparable to bacteria transformed with luc2 (Figure 3-3). This result suggested that our constructs were valid starting points for further diversification.

With the “silent” sites installed, it was necessary to produce mutated fragments of luciferase DNA to construct the targeted libraries. In order to generate mutant DNA, many techniques have been developed to take advantage of the natural propensity of DNA polymerases to make errors during replication [13]. Mutagenesis with dNTP analogs is a particularly useful method for introducing errors into a gene of interest, and in some cases, error rates of twenty percent have been reported while minimizing frame shifting insertions and deletions [14]. This approach utilizes unnatural DNA analogs (8-oxo-dGTP and dPTP) in early rounds of PCR, and the level of mutation can be easily “tuned” by adjusting the concentrations of the unnatural analogs. We generated libraries of DNA fragments for our two shortest libraries using this technique. Gel analysis
revealed a decreasing yield of randomized DNA inserts with increasing analog concentration (Figure 3-4), suggesting successful mutagenesis because the polymerase has trouble incorporating large quantities of unnatural dNTPs.

![Figure 3-4](image)

**Figure 3-4** Agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide shows products of analog dNTP mutagenesis for the R1, R2 and R1R2 regions of the *luc2* gene. Error-prone PCR was performed with 0, 2, 20 or 100 µM each of dPTP and 8-oxo dGTP and 200 µM each of the natural nucleotides. Twenty rounds of amplification were performed.

In addition to targeting critical regions of luciferase, we also aimed to generate a library with mutations spanning the entire gene. Amino acids far from the active site of luciferase have been shown to impact the thermostability, bioluminescence emission spectra and pH sensitivity of the enzyme [5,15,16]. Such key residues are often difficult to predict based on sequence or structure analysis alone, and are usually revealed only by random mutagenesis screening. Due to the vast length of the *luc2* gene (1653 bp), a milder mutagenic technique for creating library DNA was selected [17]. Amplifying the gene in the presence of 1 mM MnCl<sub>2</sub> and 7 mM MgCl<sub>2</sub> produced sequences with an error rate of 0.4-1.6% (based on 750 bp sequencing reads). Because R1R2 was a relatively
long region encoding for many key residues, this milder technique was also employed to generate a second R1R2 library, thus ensuring that if the analog mutagenesis proved to harsh, we would have an alternative. As expected, the error rate was much lower than that of the analog strategy. For the R1 library, only the transformations of plasmid DNA prepared with the lowest dNTP analog concentration (1 mol%) produced viable colonies. This result underscores how key this region is to proper folding and protein production. The ATP binding site, by contrast, appears to be remarkably tolerant of mutation given the residual light emission, despite very high (up to 20%) amino acid substitution (Table 3-1; For raw sequence data, see Appendix 1). When 5 mM D-luciferin was directly applied to the colonies containing R1 library members, a majority emitted light, albeit with reduced intensity than colonies expressing native Fluc (Figure 3-5 A; Table 3-1, entry 1). Conversely, under the same conditions, only one-quarter of the R2 library members emitted light over background (Figure 3-5 B; Table 3-1 line 2). As we suspected, the R1R2 region required the milder mutagenic conditions to generate functional enzymes. Gratifyingly, the mutations revealed via sequencing were representative of these light emission observations: the more mutations correlated with lower percentages of light emitting colonies (Table 3-1). In addition, these mutations were distributed throughout each targeted region. Finally, in unbiased sequencing (no selection for light emission properties with a given luciferin), each sequence was unique. Collectively, these properties suggested wide library diversity.
Table 3-1 Quantification of luciferase mutants from each generation 1 library.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>library</th>
<th>number of clones analyzed</th>
<th>light emitting sequences (%)</th>
<th>number of observed bp mutations</th>
<th>amino acid alterations (total amino acids)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 (G199-R275)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>1 (76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 (R275-T346)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6-15</td>
<td>9 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1R2 (G199-T346)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4-16</td>
<td>5 (147)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluc (full length)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0-8*</td>
<td>2* (550)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* extrapolated to full length enzyme from 750 bp sequence

**Figure 3-5** Bioluminescent image of (A) R1 and (B) R2 library members screened on an agar plate. D-Luciferin (5 mM) was directly applied to the individual colonies prior to image acquisition.
3.3 Design of the screen

With several luciferase libraries in hand, we were poised to begin screening the sequences for productive light emission both with D-luciferin and unnatural luciferin analogs. There were several factors to consider for the screens themselves: how to segregate the library members, how to administer the compound and assay for light emission, and ultimately, how to identify the sequences of the “hits.” To begin addressing these issues, we first measured the light emission associated with D-luciferin from R1 and R2 library members and imaging with our IVIS camera.

I first decided to investigate an assay using pooled luciferase mutants arrayed over 96-well plates. The benefit here is that a defined amount of D-luciferin or an analog could be delivered to each well, and light emission measured in a manner controlled for both cell count and substrate volume. We found that 250 pg of library DNA transformed one E. coli bacterium (on average) and that we could control the numbers of colonies in each well by dilution (from 1-20 distinct colonies). While this result was gratifying, the observed luminescence was quite low (Figure 3-6 A). Through several rounds of optimization, we found conditions that provided robust light emission while minimizing the amount of compound used. We induced the overexpression of protein with IPTG, concentrated the cultures, and lysed the cells with hen egg-white lysozyme (HEWL) (Figure 3-6 B). A control experiment was performed under these optimized conditions to demonstrate that when the parental luc2 vector was screened in concert with D-luciferin, the light emission remained constant across the wells (Figure 3-6 C). This result
reassured us that differential emission under our optimized conditions was a reflection of the new architectures of the active site rather than inconsistencies in cell lysis or substrate delivery.

**Figure 3-6** Bioluminescence images of solution-phase screening conditions. (A) Preliminary screening conditions involved 500 μL of uninduced culture, (XL1 cells,) 20 μM D-luciferin and a 5 min incubation, rt. (B) Screening conditions were optimized for robust light emission which included BL21 cells induced with 100 μM IPTG, then concentrated and lysed with HEWL. (C) BL21 cells expressing WT Fluc were exposed to the same screening conditions and imaged with 50 μM D-luciferin, ATP and coenzyme A. Average emission = 1.87 +/- .61 * 10^8 p/s, where the error is the standard deviation of the mean for n=49 wells.
3.4 Screening with nitrogenous luciferin analogs

The first class of analog luciferins available for screening were the nitrogenous analogs benz luc, regio N met benz luc and CF3 AA luc (Figure 2-3). Benz luc and regio N met benz luc were attractive for screening due to their complimentary levels of light emission with native Fluc and ease of synthesis. I began the process of screening for orthogonal luciferin-luciferase pairs by transforming R1 library DNA into E. coli, diluting the transformants over a deep-well plate, and growing the cultures overnight. After a 1 h induction of protein expression with 100 µM IPTG, the cultures were divided into replicate plates, harvested, lysed, and imaged with D-luciferin (positive control), benz luc, imid luc or regio N-met benz luc. Different patterns of light emission were observed for the different analogs. Most importantly, the brightest wells for various
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**Figure 3-7** Differential light emission patterns from D-luciferin and an analog. Benz luc (200 µM) and D-luciferin (50 µM) in R1 screening. Wells highlighted in red included the following mutations: I226V, H246R, G249S. Wells highlighted in blue contained WT Fluc.
analogs were not the same ones for D-luciferin (Figure 3-7). Cultures of light emitting wells were grown overnight, and DNA harvested from those cultures were sequenced. In cases where a single sequence was present, we noted a number of mutations in the region corresponding to the active site. For benz luc, changes in aliphatic residues were mostly observed, including I226V, F243L, V262A, and I257L. I257L was pulled out of the screen from four separate wells—suggesting potential importance in substrate binding. H246R, G249S were also identified (Figure 3-7). The absolute light emission from these analogs, though, consistently remained an order or magnitude or more beneath the respective emission for the same sequences observed with D-luciferin. This discrepancy made us pursue the possibility of screening the nitrogenous analogs against one another, where true orthogonality might be more easily obtained. Immediately, we found that the patterns of light emission were complementary and on the same relative light emission scale (Figure 3-8).
Upon rescreening, though, the initial screening results were difficult to reproduce. In particular, the light emission differentials between benz and regio N-met bez seemed to decrease over time; sometimes preferences seemed to reverse. The 96-well images of regio N-met benz luc also began to mirror that of benz luc over time. These data suggested that we were losing the orthogonality and consistency of the analogs within the screen. Dave McCutcheon ultimately discovered that regio N-met benz luc was demethylating in buffer forming benz luc in the process. While the inability to confirm or move forward with these mutants was disappointing, we were pleased to find that our screen could read out potential orthogonal pairs.

**Figure 3-8** Light emission data for nitrogenous luciferin analogs from solution screen. Cultures from deep-well plates were induced, lysed, replica plated and imaged with 200 μM benz luc (right) or regio N-met benz luc (left). Yellow and red boxes highlight wells containing potential hit sequences for benz luc and regio N-met benz luc respectively, subject to further analyses.
3.5 Investigation of F250S as a specific Fluc mutant for CF3 AA luc

The next series of analogs that were synthetically accessible and viable light emitters were the 6′ acyl aminoluciferins. These included a variety of appendages including trifluoro, isopropyl and t-butyl thio ether. I had already established that these luciferins had many desirable properties (Chapter 2.3). In terms of its nascent light emission characteristics with native Fluc, CF3 AA luciferin was best paired with benz luciferin. In solution screening, it was fairly easy to find luciferases that had reasonable selectivity for CF3 AA luc over benz luc, but not vice versa (Figure 3-9). One simple explanation was that we were recapitulating the same 10-fold difference in emission levels between the two analogs when treated with WT Fluc, but variations in the ratio of CF3 AA luc to benz luc emission suggested alternate mechanisms.

We wanted to investigate the biochemical reasons for these differences in a controlled environment. One of the sequences pulled from the screen that appeared to be especially specific for CF3 AA luc was F250S, a mutant previously reported in the literature. This particular mutation has been linked to blue-light emitting Fluc variants [16]. The color of light emission in luciferin-luciferase systems is primarily dictated by the chromophore of the luciferin. The enzyme holds the excited state product such that the energy dissipates as a photon of light rather than heat. If there is room for the molecule to vibrate and lose energy prior to relaxing to the ground state, red-shifted emission is observed. The fact that F250S mutants had blue-shifted emission might, then, signal a tighter binding interaction with the excited state product. I expressed and purified the F250S mutant in *E. coli* in order to evaluate it more critically. I treated 1 µg F250S Fluc with a range of concentrations of D-luciferin, CF3 AA luc and benz luc in the
presence of necessary cofactors to generate dose response curves (Figure 3-10 A). I was able to recapitulate the preference between CF3 AA luc and benz luc from the screen, but extremely low emission from the latter complicated the analysis (Figure 3-10 B). The dose response curve did suggest, though, that CF3 AA luc binds F250S Fluc better than either benz luc or D-luciferin (based on apparent K_m values). The K_m app values for both analogs were about 10-fold smaller compared to D-luciferin. The significant product inhibition observed also supports a tight-binding mechanism. Similar trends were observed in the flexible docking of each of these ligands. In order to see the most favorable interactions, F250S and WT Fluc were minimized in the presence of the appropriate luciferins with the OPLS2005 force field. CF3 AA luc, benz luc and D-luciferin (DSLA) are all predicted to bind both WT and F250S Fluc, but CF3 AA luc and F250S are predicted to have an ~1 kcal more favorable interaction than the others (Figure 3-11). From these data, it appears that the release of steric penalties for CF3 AA luc upon going from WT-bound to F250S-bound is responsible for engendering the selectivity observed in vitro (Figure 3-10 B). That said, this difference is not sufficient to differentiate between CF3 AA luc and benz luc. In the future, a library of F250S containing mutant luciferases could be screened for additional compensatory mutations to improve the catalytic turnover and increase the total light output to D-luciferin and the Fluc. Collectively, these investigations validated our ability to improve binding and specificity in a screening approach, even in the absence of true orthogonality.
Figure 3-9 Light emission data for benz luc vs. CF3 AA luc from in solution screen. Cultures from deep-well plates were induced, lysed, replica plated and imaged with 200 μM benz luc (left) and CF3 AA luc (right). Red boxes highlight wells containing potential “hit” for CF3 AA luc: F250S.
Figure 3-10 F250S Fluc exhibits tighter binding to CF3 AA luciferin than D-luc. (A) The bioluminescence from recombinantly expressed F250S luciferase was recorded over a range of luciferin concentrations. The $K_{m app}$ (highlighted with stripes) for CF3 AA luciferin (raspberry) was estimated to be 5 $\mu$M, while that of D-luciferin was judged to be 50 $\mu$M (dark blue). (B) With a more focused axis, slight differences between the light emission from CF3 AA luc (dark blue) a benz luc (light blue) were observed. For (A) - (B) error bars represent the standard error of the mean for three independent experiments.
WT Fluc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>GScore</th>
<th>DockScore</th>
<th>Similarity</th>
<th>Penalties</th>
<th>Lipophilicity</th>
<th>HBond</th>
<th>Sitemap</th>
<th>RotPenal</th>
<th>Electro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSLA</td>
<td>-13.40</td>
<td>-13.40</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-6.16</td>
<td>-6.42</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF3 AA luc</td>
<td>-13.56</td>
<td>-13.56</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-6.35</td>
<td>-6.32</td>
<td>-1.38</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzimidazole luc</td>
<td>-13.28</td>
<td>-13.28</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-5.89</td>
<td>-6.10</td>
<td>-1.97</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F250S Fluc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>GScore</th>
<th>DockScore</th>
<th>Similarity</th>
<th>Penalties</th>
<th>Lipophilicity</th>
<th>HBond</th>
<th>Sitemap</th>
<th>RotPenal</th>
<th>Electro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSLA</td>
<td>-11.43</td>
<td>-11.43</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-6.46</td>
<td>-2.11</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
<td>-1.91</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF3 AA luc</td>
<td>-12.48</td>
<td>-12.48</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-6.76</td>
<td>-2.38</td>
<td>-1.68</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzimidazole luc</td>
<td>-11.51</td>
<td>-11.51</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-6.05</td>
<td>-2.23</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
<td>-1.62</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.11** Docking scores show improvement in selectivity for CF3 AA luc with F250S over WT. While globally GScores were reduced from WT (top) to F250S (bottom), due to of H-bonds, CF3 AA suffered a steric penalty with WT (highlighted red) and was show to have some steric clash relieved in the mutant F250S Fluc as penalties fell from 0.40 to 0.00 (boxed in red).

3.6 Difficulties with the screen and solution phase rescreening efforts

As screening progressed, we continued identify promising mutants that suggested that we were selecting enzymes with remodeled active sites. Over time, though, a number of liabilities from our screening process became apparent. It was impossible to guarantee one sequence in each well and bacterial growth in the deep-well plates was inconsistent, likely due to poor aeration. Some days, no transformants survived the overnight growth and the LB media remained clear. Increases in the nutrient richness of the media helped this problem, but also promoted non-specific contamination, resulting in wells full of turgid, malodorous bacteria samples devoid of bioluminescence. Attempts to isolate the source of contamination through miniprep and sequencing were inconclusive.
I tried multiple means of improving either the consistency of plating (to ensure close to one colony per well), growth conditions, or light emission. These efforts included examining various additives to the growth media, changing the temperature and speed of mixing in order to promote aeration and transferring colonies grown on agar plates into media. Even the time-consuming method of transforming on plate and picking individual colonies for each well did not guarantee robust growth and light emission or clean sequencing. Our best results arose from growing colonies on large rectangular agar plates at a density such that 1-5 colonies could be transferred using a comb. Alternatively, “flipping” the agar face down atop wells containing media, followed by an additional 8-10 hours of growth prior to induction and analysis was also successful.

Despite these difficulties, I continued to screen for orthogonality between a host of luciferins including benz luc, the 6´ acyl aminoluciferins and a new 7´ aldehyde substituted luciferin (formyl luc). When a number of single sequence mutants had been pulled out, I retransformed each mutant back into BL21s and measured the emission with all luciferin analogs available in the lab in induced cell lysate. Each luciferin analog had its own light emission profile across the Fluc mutants, but no orthogonal pairs were identified from the batch (Figure 3-12). I decided that screening should continue but needed to be buoyed by further mutagenesis. Since the current screening platform had failed to identify an orthogonal pairs, was inconsistent, a faster, more consistent, screening method was necessary to collect a sufficient assortment of beneficial mutations on which to base additional generations of the library.
Figure 3-12. Cell lysate re-screening of selected mutants shows different light emission profiles, but not orthogonality. Selected mutant Fluc plasmids were retransformed into BL21 cells, protein expression was induced (500 µM IPTG, 1 hr, 37 °C), and light emission was assayed with luciferin analogs (100 µM) and clarified cell lysate.

3.7 The adoption of a simpler on-plate screen and the analysis of C7 alkyl amino luciferins

In redesigning the screen, I sought a more high-throughput, economical method (with regards to quantities of luciferin). The process should also provide access to pure DNA samples for sequencing. Analyzing the mutant libraries on-plate with the luciferins directly applied to the surface would be the most straightforward. I hadn’t pursued an on-plate screen initially, because pipetting substrate onto each colony was work-intensive
and inherently inconsistent. The obvious work-around was to embed the luciferin in the agar itself, but this procedure wasted analog and in early attempts, we needed to keep concentrations of the luciferins low in order to conserve limited supplies of synthetic luciferins. In later years, better synthetic procedures were developed in the lab to access larger quantities of luciferins for on-plate screening.

Using a similar optimization process to the solution-phase screening, I varied cell lines, IPTG and luciferin concentrations. The best results were obtained with a commercially available, high competency BL21 strain from NEB. This particular cell line was selected to maximize the number of spatially-resolved colonies on a given plate. Colony resolution was essential to clearly demarcate “bright” colonies and avoid mixing DNA with neighboring colonies. Gridded (100 cm²) agar plates imaged at a short focal plane in four separate quadrants provided the resolution necessary to “see” single colony light emission. I was able to observe light emission first from the more robust light emitters (CF3 AA luc and benz luc) and eventually all luciferins in both the R1 and R1R2 libraries (Figure 3-13). Some luciferin analogs had trouble diffusing through the *E. coli* cell wall. For these substrates, careful application of a 1 mg/mL solution of hen egg white lysozyme on the surface of the plate, followed by a 1 h incubation at 37 °C was sufficient to induce light emission. I found it was necessary to pipet any extra solution off the surface immediately though, or the colonies would degrade entirely. Other means of substrate delivery also appeared viable. Subjecting to the bacteria to a short blast of microwaves, for instance, caused a steep rise in emitted photons. However it was hard to catch the sweet spot between that, and the plastic petri plate and agar melting entirely.
The delicacy of this screening set up was more than made up for by its high-throughput nature and our ability to immediately sequence isolate “hits.” In a few days, I could screen 10,000 or more mutants against all the available luciferins in the lab, something that would have taken months with all the transformations and pipetting steps needed for the in-solution screen. Another great benefit was the ability to detect and remove unmutated WT Fluc that was present at low levels in the library. Based on our experience with the solution screen, and not finding true orthogonal pairs off the bat, we expected mutants selected from the plates would go through another round of

![Figure 3-13](image-url) Representative images from the compounds evaluated by the on-plate R1R2 screen. Revised R1R2 library DNA was transformed into highly competent BL21 cells and plated on agar containing kanamycin, IPTG and the luciferin of interest (100 μM for analog luciferins, 50 μM D-luciferin) and imaged.
mutagenesis and screening. I therefore reconstructed the library and varied the mutagenic load slightly (~0.7% of nucleotides, or about one amino acid in the 146 R1R2 region) so that it would be easy to identify what mutation was responsible for unique activity. This new library had ~10^5 members meaning that complete screening could be accomplished using just 5-10 plates. Representative images from screening this library with each analog luciferin plate are presented in Figure 3-13. In screening 10-15% of the new R1R2 library against all available luciferins, I collected approximately thirty mutant Flucs. All the collected mutants are indexed in Table 3-2. To identify potential hotspots and gain insight on how these mutations might influence the binding of luciferins, I mapped their identities along the amino acid sequence, and noted their locations in the 3D crystal structure (Figure 3-14). The locations of mutations clustered along either face (C4´ and C7´ of D-luciferin) show clear remodeling of the active site. It’s important to note that while the region submitted to mutagenic PCR included residues that would back up on the adenylation domain, none of these residues appeared mutated in selected sequences, highlighting the mechanistic importance of this region. In addition to the directly substrate-facing plane, a number of mutations clustered around the solvent-exposed cleft. Presumably, these changes eased the entry of the substrate into the binding pocket. One mutation outside the targeted region (meaning it arose from either a non-mutagenic PCR step, or from the E. coli’s own DNA replication machinery) was registered in a large number of clones. This S456G mutation lies directly on the other edge of the edge of the entranceway to the active site. This site is highlighted in dark red in the crystal structure in Figure 3-14. As the screening progressed, and we began to rely on larger steric perturbations (see Chapter 4), this mutation appeared more and more frequently. It is
reasonable to assume that with its solvent access, S456G would not affect folding or catalysis, provided better access for larger luciferins.

Collectively, the mutations pulled out of the screen in generation 1, while not sufficient for complete orthogonality, were still capable of perturbing the relative light emission profiles. Additionally, the mutations were distributed throughout the substrate binding domain and so-called second sphere, both of which are known to modulate substrate affinity.

**Figure 3-14** Locations of mutations identified from the screen. The identities of the mutations are plotted along the Fluc amino acid sequence. These positions are also highlighted in the crystal structure (PDB:4G36).
Table 3-2 Mutants identified from screening various luciferin analogs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analog</th>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Identified mutation(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>imid luc</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>A209P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R212</td>
<td>T214P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF3AA luc</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>F250S (*3), I226T (*2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R1R2</td>
<td>F243L, S307N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-butyl AA luc</td>
<td>R1R2</td>
<td>R267C, S293N, T235A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-pr AA luc</td>
<td>R1R2</td>
<td>F227C, F227S,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMAM luc</td>
<td>R1R2</td>
<td>F273L, K329R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hydroxy methyl luc</td>
<td>R1R2</td>
<td>K329R, T235A, A209P, S276T, A313C, Q278R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-luciferin</td>
<td>R1R2</td>
<td>L287V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.8 Conclusions and future directions

In this chapter, I developed constructs for luciferase library generation by designing handles to manipulate the key residues surrounding the active site, and I further demonstrated the viability of these scaffolds. I also identified the optimized conditions to mutagenize Fluc regions and the whole protein without entirely ablating light emission. In addition, we learned some hard-won lessons about liabilities of compounds in our screen. In short: it became apparent that luciferin analogs must be at least as stable as D-luciferin and that the inherent luminescence ability of the molecule, governed, in part, by the electronics of the aromatic core will impact our ability to develop a given probe into an orthogonal pair. While we eventually aim to be restore light-emission to “dark” luciferin oxidation reactions, early efforts will be bolstered by the use of molecules primed for success in the luminescent reaction, particularly those with the proven D-luciferin scaffold and steric perturbations.

Finally, I established that the direct comparison between analogs of an in-solution screen in this first generation library was sufficient to provide differences in the selectivity profiles between various classes of luciferases and to identify some mutants with improved affinity for one or more analog luciferins. That said, the platform was often irreproducible, time-consuming, and in the end, inadequate to provide orthogonal pairs. The move to an on-plate screen provided much more rapid access to interesting and hopefully beneficial mutations, and made it easier to screen-out WT Fluc for later generations of the library. These mutant plasmids were pooled and subjected to additional mutagenesis and new rounds of screening. Eventually, we hope that luciferase mutants
evolved for efficiency with specific luciferin analogs will simultaneously arrive at orthogonal enzymatic activity and will perform better in a head-to-head screen.

3.9 Methods and materials

General methods section

Buffer and media reagents were purchased from Fisher Scientific. BLI buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl₂, 1.5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, pH 7.8) was prepared and sterile-filtered; between uses it was kept at 4 °C. Chemically competent bacteria were either purchased (library efficiency DH5α cells from Life Technologies) prepared according to standard protocols. Restriction enzymes and T4 DNA ligase were purchased from New England Biolabs. Platinum PFX was used for Quikchange mutagenesis, Platinum Taq was used for error-prone PCR (both, Invitrogen) while DreamTaq (Fermentas) was used for standard PCR applications as well as dNTP analog mutagenesis. All PCR reactions were confirmed by ethidium bromide agarose gel analysis before performing down-stream reactions. Plasmid construction was confirmed with sequencing provided by Genewiz, San Diego. For cultures and protein expression, LB and LB agar granulated mixes were purchased from BD Difco. IPTG, PMSF and DTT were purchased from Gold Biosciences.
General bioluminescence imaging protocol

All samples were incubated with D-luciferin or luciferin analog and an excess of ATP and imaged in a light-proof imaging chamber equipped with an IVIS Lumina (Xenogen) CCD camera chilled to -90 ºC. The stage was kept at 37 ºC to promote enzymatic reactions. Photons of light emitted from bioluminescent reactions were collected by the camera, and the captures were controlled by Living Image software. Typical exposure times were 30 s, with data binning levels set to medium. When strong emission saturated the memory on the CCD camera, the exposure time was lowered and binning level was reduced. Conversely, for weak-emitting samples, exposure times were increased to capture more photons. Regions of interest were selected for quantification and total flux data were exported to Microsoft Excel for further analysis.

Construction of restricted library parental vectors

The luciferase gene luc2, was amplified from a pcDNA construct, pFluc2-IRES-eGFP provided by J. Prescher. Quikchange mutagenesis (Stratagene, La Jolla) using two sets of primer pairs was used to install two different silent restriction sites in the luc2 gene for each luciferase library. Primer pairs 1, and then 2, were used sequentially to construct the R1 parental plasmid, pairs 2 and 3 for the R2 parental plasmid and pairs 1 and 3 for the R1R2 plasmid. The mutant plasmids were analyzed by restriction digest with HindIII, SpeI or BamHI as appropriate. The genes were then then subcloned into pET28 by standard techniques. Colonies were assessed for light emission by application of 5 mM D-luciferin and bioluminescence was captured with an IVIS Lumina (Xenogen) system. Light-emitting colonies were selected for overnight culture, miniprep and sequencing.
Quickchange mutagenic primers

**Pair 1:** G199 BamHI SS fwd: 5’
CTGATCATGAACAGTGGATCCACCGAATGCCC AAGGGCGT-3’
G199 BamHI SS rev: 5’-ACGCCCCTGGGGCAATCCGATGGATCCACTACTGTTCA TGATCAG-3’

**Pair 2:** R275 HindIII SS fwd: 5’-
GGAGGAGCTATTCTTGCAAGCTGACATATAAG-3’
R275 HindIII SS rev: 5’ GAATATCAGAAGCAAGCAGGTTATATCGAGGAGG 3’

**Pair 3:** T346 SpeI SS fwd 5’
GGCCTGACAGAAACAACTAGGCTTCTTGATCACCCC-3’
T346 SpeI SS rev: 5’ – GAATATCAGAACGAAAGCGTTATATCGAGGAGG -3’

Synthesis of restricted libraries by dNTP analog mutagenesis

Libraries were prepared essentially according to the method of Gherardi et al [14]. Twenty rounds of mutagenic PCR with luc2 were performed initially in the presence of 200 mM natural dNTPs and 0, 2, 20 or 100 μM each of the unnatural bases dPTP and 8-oxodGTP (Trilink, San Digeo). The R1 library was amplified with primers MP008 and MP033, R2 with MP009 and MP010 and R1R2 with MP009 and MP033 (sequences are listed below). The PCR products from each reaction were used as templates for further amplification, in the absence of dNTP analogs. Further subcloning for introduction into bacterial expression vector pET28(a)+ was performed with appropriate restriction enzymes as above. After initial sequence analysis (Genewiz, San Diego). The concentration of 10 μM dPTP and 10 μM 8-oxodGTP was determined to provide the optimal mutagenic load. The synthesis was repeated and scaled up to prepared the other libraries with other conditions unchanged.

dNTP analog PCR library primers

**MP008**
R275Rev Analog PCR: 5’ CATATTGAGCGTTATATCGAGGAGG A 3’
Full-length mutant luciferase library synthesis by error-prone PCR

Full length _luc2_ was amplified by twenty-five rounds of PCR under error-prone conditions (7 mM MgCl$_2$, 0.1 mM MnCl$_2$, 200 µM dGTP and dATP, 1mM dCTP and dTTP). After the mutagenic rounds, re-amplification was carried out in the presence of 200 µM dNTPs, 1.5 mM MgCl$_2$ and library primers MP022 and MP027 (below) encoding for _NcoI_ and _NotI_ sites respectively. The PCR product was subcloned as above into pET28a(+).

_**Luciferase library primers**_

**MP022**  _NcoI_fwd:_ 5’ TATACCATGGAAGATGCCAAAAACATTAAGAAGGGCCC 3’

**MP027**  _NotI_rev:_ 5’ TATAGCGGCCGCCACGGCGATCTTGCCGC 3’

On-plate bioluminescence assays and library analysis

D-Luciferin (5 mM) was spotted onto the surface of colonies of interest. After a five-minute incubation period on the benchtop, BLI images were acquired as above. All light-emitting colonies and several non-emitting colonies were picked off the plate, grown in LB-Kan media overnight and DNA was extracted by miniprep (Qiagen, Germantown MD). Purified DNA was sequenced using appropriate primers for region of interest (T7 forward and reverse, or amplification primers)

Multi-well bioluminescence screening and sequencing

R2 library DNA (75 ng) was transformed into 50 µL BL21DE3 chemically competent cells by heat shock. Next, 100 µL of transformation was plated on an agar plate while the
remaining reaction was diluted ten-fold and distributed over a deep-well plate containing 600 µL LB-Kan (1 µL per well). Upon overnight growth, protein expression was induced using 500 µM IPTG at 37 °C. After a 1 h induction period, the plates were spun down and cell pellets were resuspended in 100 µL cell lysis buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl₂, 1.5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, 20 µg/mL hen egg-white lysozyme, pH 7.8) and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. To measure light emission, the lysates were incubated with 100 µM D-luciferin and imaged in a blackwell plate. Prior to lysis, additional culture (10 µL) was used to inoculate fresh cultures in order to maintain DNA source for sequencing.

Screening of multiple luciferins in duplicate

Library DNA (75 ng) was transformed into 50 µL BL21DE3 chemically competent cells by heat shock. Next, 50 µL of transformation was diluted into 3 mL and distributed over a deep-well plate containing 600 µL LB-Kan (15 µL per well). Additional culture, (15 µL) was also plated onto one agar plate to determine the cfu/well in each well of 19-well deep-well plate. Upon overnight growth, protein expression was induced using 100 µM IPTG at 37 °C. After a 1 h induction period, 200 µL of each culture was transferred to two duplicate black-well plates. The plates were then centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min and 12 °C and cell pellets were resuspended in 100 µL cell lysis buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl₂, 1.5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, 20 µg/mL hen egg-white lysozyme, pH 7.8) and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. To measure light emission, the lysates were incubated with a solution of D-luciferin with equimolar ATP and coenzyme A (50 µM). The plate was imaged according to the general procedure above.
The second plate was screened with 200 µM benz luc in the presence of equimolar ATP and 100 µM coenzyme A. Later, screens were performed as above with 100 µM benz luc, N-met benz luc and CF3 AA luc with ATP (1 mM). When wells were deemed to be of interest, the remaining un-lysed culture was used to inoculate a 3 mL culture suitable for rescreening in triplicate and extracting DNA for sequencing analysis (Genewiz, San Diego). When bacterial growth was poor, 2YT media was substituted for LB. Several methods were used to improve growth and reproducibility involving growing transformations on agar plates and transferring colonies into media for additional growth. The screen was then performed as described above.

On plate screening

Plasmid DNA (10 ng) was transformed into 50 µL NEB high competency BL21 cells. After heat shock, cells were rescued with 950 µL SOC media and shaking 37 ºC for 1 h. A portion of the culture (20 µL) was used to seed a 10X10 cm sterile grid plate (VWR) with 1-2 * 10³ CFU. The remaining transformation was supplemented with 10% sterile glycerol, snap frozen in an isopropanol/dry ice bath and stored at -80 ºC in 30-50 µL aliquots. In same cases, these aliquots were used after slow thaw on ice. The transformations were replated for additional screening but required ~50% more transformation solution to achieve the same colony density. The LB-agar plates themselves were prepared according to manufacturer directions with slight modifications. After autoclaving, the LB-agar was slow-cooled in a 37 ºC incubator until just warm to touch. IPTG (100 µM) and luciferin (100-200 µM) were added and the solution was gently mixed and plates cast rapidly before the agar set. Plates were kept tightly sealed at
4 °C and prepared fresh (at least weekly) to ensure that neither IPTG nor the luciferin degraded.

**Expression and dose response with F250S Fluc**

The mutant Fluc was prepared according to the procedure reported in Chapter 2, using a F250S Fluc pET 28a(+) plasmid.

**Cell lysate BLI assays with native and analog luciferases**

Plasmids encoding for Fluc mutant of interest (pET28 vector) were transformed into BL21 DE3 cells, and grown on kanamycin plates (40 µg/mL) overnight. One colony was selected to inoculate 5 mL LB broth containing 40 µg/mL kanamycin for 4-6 h until an OD$_{600}$ ≈ 0.4. Protein expression was then induced with 500 µM IPTG for 1 h. Cells were then harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in BLI reaction buffer and lysed by sonication. Lysate was clarified by centrifugation (13 krpm, 1 min) and 100 µL samples were incubated (in duplicate) with 100 µM of the luciferin of interest as well as 1 mM ATP.

**Schrodinger molecular modeling**

The F250S Fluc mutant was prepared in Pymol using mutagenesis wizard from the PDB:4G36 Fluc crystal structure. This and WT Fluc were both prepared for docking using the protein prep wizard in Maestro (version 2013-3). The OPLS2005 force field was used for minimization. D-Luciferin, benz luc and CF3 AA luc were all modeled as the AMP conjugate. Glide-grids were generated using the minimized structure and
DSLA was used to provide the coordinates for ligand binding. XP docking was performed with the option for XP descriptor information to be written out in the output file. Settings included flexible ligand sampling, sampling of nitrogen inversions, and ring conformations. Epik state penalties were used to exclude non-physiologically relevant protonation states and non-planar amide bonds were also penalized. The docked ligands were evaluated manually via pose-viewer to choose the most relevant poses as well with XP visualizer to quantify the relative contributions of different ligand interactions to the assessed GlideScore.
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CHAPTER 4: Sterically modified luciferins

for orthogonal probe development

4.1 Introduction

To expand the bioluminescence toolkit, we were aiming to identify new luciferases that were responsive to unique luciferins. Such orthogonal luciferase-luciferin pairs would enable multi-component imaging in a variety of settings. Our approach involved modifying the enzyme and luciferin concurrently; sequential administration of substrates will enable unique luciferases to be illuminated (and thus resolved) within a complex mixture, even living animals.

In the preceding chapters, I evaluated and analyzed both luciferin analogs and luciferase mutants for their suitability for screening for orthogonal pairs. Our evidence pointed to the need for probes with an equal propensity to emit light (ideally as well as D-luciferin), but with bulky moieties off the luciferin core. My work suggested these molecules would be most easily distinguished by the Fluc active site and developed into orthogonal systems. However, until recently, a palette of luciferins with steric modifications and “matched” electronics was not synthetically available.

Generating mutant enzymes that utilize modified substrates with increased steric bulk is a well-known strategy for deciphering the roles of individual members within a large family of related structures [1-5]. Among the best examples of this approach is work from the Shokat lab aimed at discriminating among protein kinases [1,5]. These researchers demonstrated that ATP analogs with appended functional groups (or
“bumps”) are preferentially utilized by kinases possessing complementary voids (or “holes”) generated by amino substitutions that accommodate the additional steric bulk. Thus, altering the firefly luciferase enzyme-substrate interface, creating luciferase variants with “holes” to accept distinct, chemically modified versions of luciferin (with “bumps”) appeared to be a promising scheme to provide orthogonal luciferin-luciferase pairs. Simultaneous manipulation of firefly luciferase and D-luciferin is also supported by a key literature precedent: Miller and coworkers recently prepared a class of unnatural aminoluciferin analogs that were found to be robust light emitters with luciferase, but the products inhibited the enzymatic reaction. Product inhibition was partially relieved using mutated versions of the enzyme (including a Phe 247 deletion to create additional “space” in the binding pocket) [6]. These results imply that altered bioluminescent activities can be achieved by simultaneous modification of the enzyme and substrate.

Screening of a second-generation Fluc library based on Chapter 3 “hits” against 7’ DMAM luc, morpho luc and mor-pip luc afforded a series of Fluc mutants with increased specificity for one or more amino alkyl luciferins over D-luciferin. These mutant Flucs were recombinantly expressed, purified and analyzed biochemically.

4.2 Selection of luciferin ring positions for steric manipulation

While a number of luciferin analogs were originally designed for orthogonal probe development, we ultimately focused on the sterically modified probes due to some of the limitations discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. As I established in Chapter 2, steric perturbations at the 5’ and 6’-positions are accepted surprisingly well as evidenced by their light emission [6-8]. I also established that “mis-matched” electronics can
complicate the analysis of analog utilization by Fluc mutants. We felt that incorporating appendages at either the 4’ or 7’ position of D-luciferin would preserve the structural elements required for the most productive light emission while simultaneously disrupting utilization by Fluc. We hoped that this deficit could be repaired with an appropriate mutant enzyme. The 7’ position was an ideal target for several reasons. Electronically, it’s the most nucleophilic position on the ring, which allowed us to access the modified scaffolds shown in Figure 4-2 via Mannich chemistry [9]. We envisioned installing a functional handle at the 7’ position that could be used to assemble a variety of structurally modified scaffolds. In order to generate the collection of related probes through a rapid, late-stage diversification, we thought the aldehyde was a reasonable choice. This group is easily diversified under mild conditions (e.g., reductive amination) and compatible with a broad range of functional groups. Installation of the aldehyde itself, though, presented some challenges. Fortunately, the modified luciferins can be derived from a common synthetic route developed in our lab [10]. This method is expedient and high-yielding making it suitable for the on-plate screening method introduced in Chapter 3. In addition, we felt the native enzyme likely would not tolerate steric bulk at the 7’ position nearly as well as with the 5’ and 6’ positions.
Docking analyses revealed that the 7’ position lies in close proximity to the Fluc backbone. I built the 7’ series of luciferins (formyl luc, methyl alcohol luc, DMAM luc, morpho luc and mor-pip luc) off D-luciferin in the 4G36 crystal structure. Even prior to docking, it was clear that as steric bulk and flexibility increased, clashes with active site residues also increased in number and severity (Figure 4-2). When these luciferins were included in a larger panel of candidate orthogonal luciferins, only the precursor, 7’ formyl luc and the related 7’ methyl alcohol luc docked in the presumed light emitting conformation. (Table 4-1). 7’ DMAM luc, morpho luc and mor-pip luc all failed to dock entirely, as did their 4’ regioisomers. Interestingly, using a more forgiving, lower level calculation, we did obtain poses for both the 4’ and 7’ DMAM lucs (but not the other 4’ and 7’ alkyl amino appendages) (Figure 4-3 A). The two DMAM lucs maintain essentially the same footprint with the exception of a rotation in the C2-C2’ bond resulting in an “s-cis” conformation for 7’ DMAM luc (Figure 4-3 B). The electron clouds on the sulfurs are large and would prefer to sit further apart, in an “s-trans” conformation [11]. We must therefore conclude that the space around the 4’ position is

![Figure 4-1 Sterically modified luciferins under investigation.](image-url)
more favorable for a “bump” to get over the ~7 kcal/mol predicted barrier to trans-cis transitions [11]. Several other 4’, 5’ and 7’ substituted luciferins also initially docked in “s-cis” conformations (“Notes” column, Table 4-1). In these cases, I performed the calculation again with a SMARTS pattern constraining the N=C-C=N bonds in the desired “s-trans” configuration. Most substitutions demonstrated improved scoring (typically by ~3 kcal/mol) with use of this constraint, validating its use and our assumption that the “s-trans” is the valid conformation. However, the 4’ and 7’ DMAM luc, morpho luc and mor-pip luc still failed to produce poses; we are looking into flexible docking to further investigate these luciferins because the observed light emission suggests that these probes should be able to bind the active site to some degree.
Figure 4-2 The 7′ position of D-luciferin abuts the Fluc secondary structure. The Fluc-DSLA crystal structure (PDB: 4G36) was modified to contain a 7′ aldehyde (formyl luc), methyl alcohol, dimethyl amino methyl (DMAM luc), methyl morpholino (morpho luc) or methyl morpholino-piperidyl (mor-pip luc). As the steric bulk increased, more steric clashes with β-plea architecture were apparent. The latter three luciferins (DMAM luc, morpho luc and mor-pip luc) failed to dock in any conformation under various Glide conditions: (SP, XP, or with SMARTS constraints).
Docking studies indicate space around the 4’ of D-luciferin. 4’ DMAM luc (A) docks in the same “s-trans” configuration as D-luciferin while 7’ DMAM luc (B) adopts an “s-cis” conformation. (C) Overlay of the two DMAM luc footprints within the Fluc binding pocket in the absence of the enzyme highlights the relative positions of the heteroatoms in the rings and the incorrect position of the sulfurs (yellow) in 7’ DMAM luc.

**Figure 4-3**
Table 4-1 Docking data for a variety of modified luciferins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>GScore</th>
<th>DockScore</th>
<th>LipophilicEvdW</th>
<th>HBond</th>
<th>Constraints?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSLA</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.74</td>
<td>-11.74</td>
<td>-6.22</td>
<td>-2.76</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSLA</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.57</td>
<td>-10.57</td>
<td>-5.45</td>
<td>-1.52</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 bromo luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.97</td>
<td>-10.77</td>
<td>-5.79</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 bromo luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.31</td>
<td>-10.31</td>
<td>-5.97</td>
<td>-2.02</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 DMAM luc</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>-9.42</td>
<td>-8.63</td>
<td>-4.95</td>
<td>-2.63</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 fluoro luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.83</td>
<td>-10.66</td>
<td>-5.7</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 methyl amino benzyl</td>
<td>outside pocket</td>
<td>-8.42</td>
<td>-7.38</td>
<td>-3.21</td>
<td>-3.72</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 methyl broto luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-12.11</td>
<td>-12.11</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
<td>-2.29</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 methyl broto luc-2</td>
<td>s-cis</td>
<td>-9.06</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-5.53</td>
<td>-1.52</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 methyl luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-12.58</td>
<td>-12.58</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 methyl luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-9.78</td>
<td>-9.75</td>
<td>-6.04</td>
<td>-1.76</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 methyl luc-2</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-12.11</td>
<td>-12.11</td>
<td>-6.26</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Nitro luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.88</td>
<td>-10.34</td>
<td>-5.7</td>
<td>-1.75</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 vinyl luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-12.19</td>
<td>-12.19</td>
<td>-5.62</td>
<td>-2.49</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 vinyl luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.64</td>
<td>-10.59</td>
<td>-5.82</td>
<td>-2.22</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 alkynyl luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.6</td>
<td>-11.6</td>
<td>-5.66</td>
<td>-2.26</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 bromo luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-12.05</td>
<td>-12.05</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>-2.57</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 bromo luc</td>
<td>s-cis</td>
<td>-9.67</td>
<td>-9.42</td>
<td>-5.71</td>
<td>-2.54</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 bromo luc-2</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.12</td>
<td>-11.12</td>
<td>-5.37</td>
<td>-2.05</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 fluoro luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-12.33</td>
<td>-11.8</td>
<td>-5.55</td>
<td>-2.44</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 methyl luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.31</td>
<td>-11.31</td>
<td>-5.34</td>
<td>-1.93</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 methyl luc</td>
<td>s-cis</td>
<td>-9.98</td>
<td>-9.97</td>
<td>-5.66</td>
<td>-2.02</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 N methyl pyridone</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.14</td>
<td>-11.14</td>
<td>-5.65</td>
<td>-2.96</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 N-ethyl pyridone</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.3</td>
<td>-11.3</td>
<td>-5.44</td>
<td>-2.17</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 N-propyl pyridone</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.61</td>
<td>-11.61</td>
<td>-5.51</td>
<td>-2.31</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 N-propyl pyridone</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.22</td>
<td>-11.22</td>
<td>-5.42</td>
<td>-1.82</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Nitro luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.18</td>
<td>-11.17</td>
<td>-5.22</td>
<td>-2.18</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Nitro luc-2</td>
<td>s-cis</td>
<td>-10.11</td>
<td>-10.1</td>
<td>-5.41</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 pyridone</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.09</td>
<td>-11.09</td>
<td>-5.94</td>
<td>-2.86</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 amino luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.87</td>
<td>-10.87</td>
<td>-5.49</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 amino luc-2</td>
<td>s-cis</td>
<td>-7.48</td>
<td>-7.48</td>
<td>-5.71</td>
<td>-2.08</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 azido luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.57</td>
<td>-11.57</td>
<td>-5.51</td>
<td>-2.27</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 benzyl click luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.69</td>
<td>-11.69</td>
<td>-6.18</td>
<td>-1.73</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 deoxy luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.76</td>
<td>-10.76</td>
<td>-5.72</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 di methyl amino luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.17</td>
<td>-11.17</td>
<td>-5.68</td>
<td>-1.74</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 EtOH click luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.65</td>
<td>-11.65</td>
<td>-5.92</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 methyl amino luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.99</td>
<td>-10.99</td>
<td>-5.88</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 methyl ether luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.92</td>
<td>-10.92</td>
<td>-5.88</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-0H 5 aza pyridine luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.09</td>
<td>-11.09</td>
<td>-5.94</td>
<td>-2.86</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-OH 7 pyridine</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.94</td>
<td>-10.94</td>
<td>-5.42</td>
<td>-1.73</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 formyl luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-9.97</td>
<td>-9.86</td>
<td>-6.04</td>
<td>-2.09</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 formyl luc</td>
<td>s-cis</td>
<td>-9.92</td>
<td>-9.81</td>
<td>-6.11</td>
<td>-1.63</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 bromo luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-8.36</td>
<td>-8.11</td>
<td>-6.31</td>
<td>-1.75</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 DMAM</td>
<td>outside pocket</td>
<td>-10.45</td>
<td>-10.14</td>
<td>-2.67</td>
<td>-4.04</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 fluoro luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.44</td>
<td>-11.13</td>
<td>-6.26</td>
<td>-2.89</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 methyl alcohol luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-12.42</td>
<td>-12.42</td>
<td>-6.29</td>
<td>-3.43</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 methyl alcohol luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-12.34</td>
<td>-12.32</td>
<td>-6.17</td>
<td>-3.35</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 methly luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.19</td>
<td>-11.19</td>
<td>-5.77</td>
<td>-3.13</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 methyl luc</td>
<td>s-cis</td>
<td>-9.84</td>
<td>-9.83</td>
<td>-5.81</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 N-ethyl pyridone luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.47</td>
<td>-10.47</td>
<td>-5.95</td>
<td>-2.49</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 N-methyl pyridone luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11.64</td>
<td>-11.64</td>
<td>-5.52</td>
<td>-3.68</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Nitro luc</td>
<td>s-cis</td>
<td>-8.24</td>
<td>-8.23</td>
<td>-5.96</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Nitro luc-2</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-5.69</td>
<td>-5.68</td>
<td>-5.96</td>
<td>-1.78</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 pyridone luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-12.9</td>
<td>-12.9</td>
<td>-5.86</td>
<td>-2.97</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CycLuc1 luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.92</td>
<td>-10.92</td>
<td>-5.46</td>
<td>-1.74</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CycLuc2 luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-5.44</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indole luc</td>
<td>s-trans</td>
<td>-10.91</td>
<td>-10.91</td>
<td>-5.43</td>
<td>-1.67</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Evaluation of 7′ luciferin derivatives in vitro

We first evaluated the light emitting properties of the 7′ series of analogs with Fluc. As expected, when Fluc was incubated with hydroxy methyl luc, formyl luc, DMAM luc, morpho luc and mor-pip luc at 100 µM, weaker bioluminescence was observed compared to D-luciferin. In particular, morpho luc, and morpho-pip luc were
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**Figure 4-4** 7′ Modified luciferins are poor light emitters compared to D-luciferin. Quantification of bioluminescence from hydroxy methyl luc, formyl luc, DMAM luc, morpho luc and mor-pip luc at 100 µM when incubated with Fluc and ATP is shown relative to the emission observed with D-luciferin. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean from three independent replicates.
more than three orders of magnitude poorer emitters than D-luciferin (Figure 4-4). Even though mor-pip luc is larger than morpho luc, mor-pip luc emitted more light with Fluc than the smaller analog. This result suggests that mor-pip luc is flexible and can adopt a better light-emitting conformation in the active site. Like with other analogs in Chapters 2 and 3, additional Fluc mutations should improve light emission for the 7′ amino alkyl luciferins.

The weak emission of these luciferins may be attributed to interference from the tertiary amine with the phenolate. Studies by Branchini have previously shown active site deprotonation of the 6′-OH substituent is critical for successful expulsion of CO$_2$. In the case of DMAM luc, the basic nitrogen atoms would likely be protonated at physiologically relevant pH, and as they sit near the phenol group, a zwitterionic state may be unfavorable. When I titrated the BLI buffer from pH 5 to 9, as expected, the emission from DMAM luc became ten times brighter from pH 7 to pH 9. The pH emission curve for morpho-luc was similar to that of hydroxyl methyl luc, although the global emission was lower (Figure 4-5). We can explain the discrepancy via the relative pKas of the two luciferins, although they’re both tertiary amines, the pKa of the morpholino group (8.36) is low enough to limit its liability for in vivo imaging.

It is possible, though, that the luciferins themselves are not efficient photo producers. If the analogs are incapable of efficiently reaching the excited state, reduced light emission with Fluc would be expected. These molecules would also be poor candidates for orthogonal probe development. To ensure that the analogs were intrinsically capable of light emission, we turned to a non-enzymatic assay that mimics the luciferase-luciferin reaction. The chemiluminescent process invokes a similar
mechanism as the bioluminescent one: formation of an activated ester intermediate, followed by H-atom abstraction and subsequent reaction with molecular oxygen and ejection of CO$_2$. When the three 7′ alkyl amino analogs were subjected to the assay, robust light emission was observed, with the photon output on par with D-luciferin for morpho luc and mor-pip luc. Mor-pip was the brightest of the analogs (Figure 4-6). Surprisingly, DMAM luc the strongest bioluminescent light emitter, (Figure 4-4), exhibited a >10-fold reduction in chemiluminescence compared to the other alkyl amino luciferins (Figure 4-6). As a negative control, 6'-deoxy and 6'-OMe luc were subjected to the chemiluminescence assay. These molecules lack a strongly electron-donating group on the ring (a key feature of luciferins). As expected, these molecules displayed minimal luminescence. These results provided assurance that while the luciferin scaffolds for DMAM luc, morpho luc and mor-pip luc may be poor substrates for Fluc, they are still capable of emission from an electronic excited state.

**Figure 4-5** Effect of pH on 7′ alkyl modified luciferins. BLI buffer was titrated from pH 5 to pH 9 and luminescence was assayed with Fluc in the presence of 7′ modified luciferin hydroxy methyl luc (dark blue). DMAM luc (light blue), or morpho luc (raspberry). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean for three replicate samples.
When paired with the bioluminescent data sets, the chemiluminescence data suggested that the 7’ series of alkyl amino luciferins, and morpho-luc in particular, were ideal for orthogonal probe development.

**Figure 4-6** Chemiluminescence reveals intrinsic ability of 7’ amino acyl luciferins to produce light. D-luciferin (dark blue), DMAM luc, morpho luc, mor-pip luc (raspberry), and 6’ deoxy luc and 6’ OMe luc (light blue) were activated as phenyl esters, and oxidized with phenoxide. The emitting photons were captured with a Tecan luminometer and integrated over a BLANK min run. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean for three independent experiments.
### 4.4 Mutant luciferases can be identified/evolved to provide improved and orthogonal bioluminescent systems

Having identified DMAM luc, morpho luc and mor-pip luc as potential orthogonal luciferins, we set out to identify mutant luciferases that could efficiently and selectively process the structures. We decided to use the generation 1 library as a starting point because these mutants had already been shown to have unique light emission profiles (Chapter 3), and a number of them had already been selected for the 7’ amino alkyl luciferins (Table 3-2). In case all the mutations that had previously been selected were deleterious for this class of luciferins, I also doped in a small amount of WT Fluc that, once randomized, would serve as a naïve-library control. Because previous studies have demonstrated that distant mutations can profoundly influence the architecture of the luciferase active site, we decided at this point to scatter mutations throughout the length of the Fluc gene.

I generated a second generation library of luciferases using analog mutagenesis. This “G2” library had a ~1.4*10^7 member theoretical diversity. Sequencing revealed a ~0.6% amino acid substitution rate, meaning that about ~3-4 mutations would be incorporated in the gene, or one additional mutation in the luciferin binding site plus 1-2 others scattered throughout the rest of the structure. This new library was introduced into bacteria and the transformants were arrayed across agar plates containing embedded 7’ DMAM luc and morpho luc (See Figure 3-7 for example plates). Light emission was measured using a cooled CCD camera. Differential light emission was observed from each analog, suggesting that mutant luciferases can catalyze light emission with a range of efficiencies. Plasmid DNA was recovered from wells exhibiting the most robustly
emitting colonies (the top 10% were selected using IVIS illumina’s Living Image software to auto-pick colonies by their light emission).

At this point, we had only screened the Fluc mutants for affinity for a particular luciferin, not the specificity or preference for one luciferin over another. To address the latter point, we picked colonies from the plates, grew them up, induced expression, lysed and distributed the lysate across several black-well plates, much like the solution screen in Chapter 2. We then imaged the analog of interest against the other compounds in a head-to-head screen. Sequencing analysis revealed mutations for the “hits” that correlated with each structure. Some of these mutations were observed for multiple analogs, suggesting that they might be selective for 7′-modified luciferins. Other mutations were unique to each compound, notable, given the subtle structural differences between the analogs.

We used the emission from WT Fluc with the analogs and D-luciferin as a control. The ratio of emission observed from DMAM luc, morpho luc and mor-pip compared to D-luciferin was calculated for each mutant. This value was then further compared to the same ratio in WT Fluc to demonstrate increased specificity for bulky luciferins (Figure 4-7 A). Some mutants (e.g., WP03) showed improvement across the panel of analogs, while others (e.g., WP04) only had a preference for DMAM luc. We also analyzed the mutants for their specificity for one analog over another using the same calculation described above. Here, nearly all mutants showed improvement in distinguishing between the DMAM, morpho and mor-pip groups compared to WT (Figure 4-7 B). While the emission intensities remained weak, the feasibility of our approach to generating new bioluminescent tools was established.
Figure 4-7 Mutants from generation 2 Fluc library prefentially catalyze light emission with 7' alkyl aminoluciferins. *E. coli* cell lysate expressing WP03, WP04 and a WT Fluc control were assayed with 1 mM ATP and 100 µM D-luciferin, DMAM luc, mor-pip luc or morpho luc and the ratios between the analogs were compared. (A) The emission observed with alkyl amino luciferins DMAM luc (dark blue), morpho luc (light blue), and mor-pip luc (raspberry) was divided by that observed with D-luciferin. This ratio was in turn compared to the same ratio for WT Fluc and expressed as percent change. (B) The same analysis as (A) with morpho luc/ mor-pip luc (dark blue) morpho luc/ DMAM luc (light blue) and DMAM luc (mor-pip luc) is presented to demonstrate these mutants can distinguish between similarly shaped luciferins. This assay was not replicated and thus error is not reported.
The enzyme-substrate partners that emitted the most light (Table 4-2) were further characterized using standard biochemical assays (in terms of binding affinity, turnover efficiency, and selectivity). Clones 1-8 were isolated using standard protein expression and affinity chromatography techniques. No mutant Fluc out-performed WT Fluc in global light emission (Figure 4-8 A), but many demonstrated an increased tolerance for morpho luc and mor-pip luc (Figure 4-8 B). Most importantly, there was agreement between the initial cell lysate experiments and the refined assays in purified Fluc, suggesting that the screening procedure provides a fruitful readout on viable Fluc-luciferin analog pairs.

The mutations identified corroborate previous crystal structure and biochemical analyses. Amino acids likely to interact with D-luciferin were found. These mutations included S456G, a carry-over from the first generation library. Because it lies outside the targeted R1R2 region, this mutation appeared to arise from the E. coli’s plasmid replication machinery, rather than our analog PCR reactions. When we studied the old sequencing data from that library more closely, I observed S456G appear with increasing frequency as I screened larger luciferins on plate in the G1 R1R2 library. Its location along the substrate entry pathway could enable the 7′ series access to the active site (Figure 3-14) more efficiently. Importantly Ser456 has previously been subject to saturation mutagenesis in order to increase specificity, and to improve the reaction performance with a dATP cofactor [12]. Several other mutations within our “hit” list have been investigated for their effects on the active site. For example, S307 [13] and E389 [14] have been shown to perturb D-luciferin binding with firefly luciferase (and thus light emission with the natural substrate), while preserving the overall structural
integrity of the enzyme. Changing aliphatic residues like V288 (specifically, mutating valine 288 to either isoleucine or alanine) has been used to red-shift emission [15]. Since longer wavelength of light can signal looser binding of the excited state product, this change and others may be responsible for improved accommodation of bulky substrates [16]. Taken together, we might hypothesize that the improvements shown in Figures 4-7 (A) and 4-8 (B) arise from loosening the active site and providing better access universally to larger luciferins. The specificity of some mutant Flucs for different 7’ amino alkyl luciferins (Figure 4-7 B), though, suggests that the active site architecture could be more discerning than that.

**Table 4-2.** Selected mutants from the generation 2 screening of 7’ amino alkyl luciferins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>clone</th>
<th>mutations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WP01</td>
<td>V240A, S456G, G545S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP02</td>
<td>M59R, F243L, V288A, S307N, N409S, S456G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP03</td>
<td>K329R, Q505R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP04</td>
<td>F294S, H419R, S456G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP05</td>
<td>K380R, E389K, N403T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP06</td>
<td>K329R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP07</td>
<td>S456G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP08</td>
<td>G256S, S456G, E537G, G545S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-8 Mutant Flucs from the generation 2 screen show improved affinity for 7′ amino alkyl series luciferins. (A) Bioluminescence from purified WP05 and WP08 in the presence of DMAM luc, morpho luc, mor-pip luc or D-luciferin (100 µM) and ATP (1 mM) was observed and quantified. (B) The emission observed with alkyl amino luciferins DMAM luc (dark blue), morpho luc (light blue), and mor-pip luc (raspberry) was divided by that observed with D-luciferin. This ratio was in turn compared to the same ratio for WT Fluc and expressed as percent change. Error bars for (A) and (B) represent the standard error of the mean from three independent replicates.
For eventual orthogonal imaging applications, it will not be sufficient to simply use luciferases with “carved-out” active sites. Wide-open active sites accept a host of luciferins, making them difficult to distinguish. Each mutant Fluc will eventually need to be exquisitely specific for its orthogonal luciferin. In order to test whether we had engendered any substrate selectivity in the generation 2 library hits for 7′ analogs, we needed an analogous set of luciferins. Dave McCutcheon synthesized a sterically “matched” 4′ morpho luc (Figure 4-1). He then assayed the bioluminescence from WP01, WP02, WP05, WP08 and WT Fluc with D-luciferin, 4′ and 7′ morpho luc in order to compare the light emission from the best mutant Flucs. 4′ Morpho luc appears to be a more robust emitter across all luciferases than 7′ morpho luc (data not shown). More exciting, though, is the increased preference of the mutants of WP01 WP05 WP08 to 4′ morpho luc. With WT Fluc, 4′ morpho luc still only emits 2.5% of the photons that D-luciferin does. For WP01, WP05 and WP08, that percentage is over 5.0% (Figure 4-9 A). The trends are exactly the same with 7′ morpho luc, albeit nearly two orders of lower (Figure 4-9 B). The percent changes from the ratio observed in WT Fluc are inconsistent (Figure 4-9 C). All mutants tested have improved specificity for 4′ morpho luc compared to D-luciferin, but WP02 is poorer than WT Fluc at accepting 7′ morpho luc compared to D-luciferin. Furthermore, WP01 and WP02 have increased ability to distinguish between the 4′ and 7′ morpho groups, while WP05 and WP08 show the exact opposite trend. Previously, WP02 had demonstrated a significant (200%) improvement over WT in selecting 7′ morpho luc, so these assays will require repetition before anything can be said conclusively. It is disappointing that we have not yet achieved complete substrate
selectivity among the, but luciferase-luciferin pairs, we have definitively demonstrated that we can improve mutant luciferases’ abilities to accept novel substrates.
Figure 4-9 Mutant Fluc's from the generation 2 screen show increased affinity for 4’ morpho luciferin. (A) The emission observed with 7’ morpho luc (A) and 4’ morpho luc (B) was compared to that of D-luciferin in WT Fluc, and WP01, WP02, WP05 and WP08. (C) The ratio of emission between the 4’ and 7’ morpho luc (dark blue) 4’ morpho luc and D-luciferin (light blue) and 7’ morpho luc and D-luciferin (raspberry) were calculated. This ratio was in turn compared to the same ratio for WT Fluc and expressed as percent change. This assay has not been replicated yet and thus error is not reported.
4.5 Conclusions and future directions

Bioluminescence has been largely limited to visualizing one biological feature at a time, as the most advantageous luciferases and luciferins for whole animal imaging utilize the same substrate and cannot be spectrally distinguished \textit{in vivo}. We are expanding the bioluminescent toolkit by creating mutant versions of firefly luciferase that accept distinct, chemically modified luciferins.

In this chapter, I investigated a new class of sterically modified luciferins. Through docking studies, the analogs were predicted to bind exceedingly poorly to WT Fluc due to clashes with both active site side chains, and even the amino acid backbone. As predicted, the 7′ series of luciferin analogs were poor substrates for firefly luciferase, but by playing with pH and using chemiluminescence, we were able to demonstrate that they are inherently capable of producing light. Using an on-plate screening method, mutant versions of luciferase were identified that could also catalyze light emission with the analogs. Many of these mutants showed a preference for morpho luc, mor-pip luc, or both analogs as compared to the ratio with which WT Fluc used them. Interestingly, the mutations enabling productive light emission were positioned throughout the enzyme and several have previously been identified as mutations capable of generating space near the bound luciferin. Based on these data, we evaluated the mutants with a regioisomer of 7′ morpho luc, moving the steric bulk to a position predicted to be more tolerated by the enzyme. Not surprisingly, the “hit” mutant Flucs were also capable of emitting light with this luciferin. In fact, they were more specific for the 4′ probe than the 7′ morpho luc for which they were initially selected. These data are consistent with the idea that, thus far, our mutations have opened up the active site. Further, docking studies suggest that steric
clash with WT Fluc may enforce an energetically disfavored (and potentially “dark”) s-cis conformation [9]. At this point, it is hard to deconvolute whether emission from the 7’ probes involves a diminished quantum yield coming from a “dark” reaction in the cis conformation, or whether only a small proportion of the population adopts the proper trans conformation and that is the true light-emitter. Performing the chemiluminescence assay should help determine the source of decreased 7’ amino alkyl luminescence. Either the difference is inherent to the electronics of the two regioisomers (visible by chemiluminescence), or it is a function of the interactions of the enzyme. In the latter case, the bioluminescence spectra of these compounds with the different mutants should provide insight. s-Cis configurations in related fluorophores are associated with significant red-shifted emission [17]. I would expect the un-bound fluorescence of the 4’ and 7’ series to be very similar, so large differences in the bioluminescent spectra would indicate a difference in the active-site environment for each set of probes.

Collectively, these data suggest that “orthogonal” luciferase/luciferin pairs can be efficiently identified. Our data also suggest that the initial enzyme-substrate “hits”, while orthogonal, are weak light emitters. Thus, the “hits” will be subjected to further rounds of mutagenesis and screening for improved light output with their respective luciferins. It is reasonable to presume that targeting the amino acids directly in contact with the 7’ face of the molecule (in WT Fluc) should help “turn-on” emission with the 7’ series. This would further help us develop the first pairs of truly orthogonal luciferin-luciferases. In fact, if the cis conformation were indeed incapable of emitting light, this would provide a great mechanism for “turning off” emission in the mismatched case. Future studies will
also address the cellular compatibility and bioavailability of the probes in relevant models.

Orthogonal luciferin-luciferase tools will address a long-standing void in imaging capabilities. A collection of bioluminescent probes suitable for visualizing multiple cell populations at a macroscopic level could revolutionize our understanding of many disease states involving the interactions of diverse cell populations. Our long-term goal is to utilize these tools to probe complex cellular networks involved in tumor progression and immune function, although they will likely inspire new discoveries in a variety of disciplines, similar to how fluorescent protein technology enabled seminal advancements in numerous fields.

4.6 Methods and materials

General methods section

Buffer reagents purchased from Fisher Scientific. BLI buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl₂, 1.5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, pH 7.8) was prepared and sterile-filtered for various assays. Unnatural dNTPs were synthesized on demand by Tri-link, San Diego; natural dNTPs were purchased from Fisher. Chemically competent bacteria were either purchased (Invitrogen/NEB) or prepared according to standard protocols (Sambrook and Russell, 2002). Restriction enzymes and T4 DNA ligase were purchased from New England Biolabs. DNA polymerases were purchased from a variety of suppliers. Platinum PFX was used for Quikchange mutagenesis while Platinum Taq was used for error-prone PCR (Invitrogen). Dreamtaq (Fermentas) was used for analog mutagenesis and standard PCR applications. All PCR reactions were confirmed by
ethidium bromide agarose gel analysis before performing down-stream reactions (sequencing was provided by Genewiz, San Diego). For cultures and protein expression, LB and LB agar granulated mixes were purchased from BD Difco. IPTG, PMSF and DTT were purchased from Gold Biosciences.

Synthesis of a generation 2 library by dNTP analog mutagenesis

Libraries were prepared essentially according to the method of Gherardi et al [18]. Twenty rounds of mutagenic PCR with luc2 were performed initially in the presence of 200 mM natural dNTPs and 1 µM each of the unnatural bases dPTP and 8-oxodGTP (Trilink, San Diego). The G2 library was amplified with primers MP022 and MP027 (sequences are listed below). The PCR products from each reaction were used as templates for further amplification, in the absence of dNTP analogs. Further subcloning for introduction into bacterial expression vector pET28 was performed with appropriate restriction enzymes as above. After initial sequence analysis (Genewiz, San Diego). The concentration of 1 µM dPTP and 1 µM 8-oxodGTP was determined to provide the optimal mutagenic load. The synthesis was repeated and scaled up for electroporation into XL1 ecomp cells and DNA extraction through midiprep (Zymo, San Diego).

Luciferase library primers

MP022 \textit{NcoIfwd}: 5’ TATACCATGGGAAGATGCCAAAAACATTAAGAAGGGCCC 3’

MP027 \textit{NotIrev}: 5’ TATAGCGGCGCCACCGCGATCTTTGCCGC 3’

General bioluminescence imaging protocol
All sampled were incubated with D-luciferin or luciferin analog and an excess of ATP on the stage with in a light-proof imaging chamber and imaged with IVIS Lumina (Xenogen) CCD camera chilled to -90 °C. The stage was kept at 37 °C to promote enzymatic reactions. Photons of light emitted from bioluminescent reactions were collected by the camera, and the captures were controlled by Living Image software. Typical exposure times were 30 s, with data binning levels set to medium. When strong emission saturated the memory on the CCD camera, the exposure time was lowered and binning was made smaller. Conversely, in low emitting samples, exposure was increased to capture more photons. Regions of interest were selected for quantification and total flux data were exported to Microsoft Excel for further analysis.

**On-plate bioluminescence assays and library analysis**

D-Luciferin (5 mM) was spotted onto the surface of colonies of interest. After a five-minute incubation period on the benchtop, BLI images were acquired as above. All light-emitting colonies and several non-emitting colonies were picked off the plate, grown in LB media overnight and DNA was extracted by miniprep (Qiagen, Germantown MD). Purified DNA was sequenced using appropriate primers for region of interest (T7 forward and reverse, or internal primer MP049)

**MP049 Internal Fluc sequencing primer 5’ AGGGCTTCCAAGCATGTAC3’**

**On plate screening**
Plasmid DNA (10 ng) was transformed into 50 µL NEB high competency BL21 cells. After heat shock, cells were rescued with 950 µL SOC media and shaking at 37 °C for 1 h. A portion of the culture (20 µL) was used to seed a 10X10 cm sterile grid plate (VWR) with 1-2 * 10^3 CFU. The remaining transformation was supplemented with 10% sterile glycerol, snap frozen in an isopropanol/dry ice bath and stored at -80 °C in 30-50 µL aliquots. In some cases, these aliquots were used after slow thaw on ice. The transformations were replated for additional screening but required ~50% more transformation solution to achieve the same colony density. The LB-agar plates themselves were prepared according to manufacturer directions with slight modifications. After autoclaving, the LB-agar was slow-cooled in a 37 °C incubator until just warm to touch. IPTG (100 µM) and luciferin (100-200 µM) were added and the solution was gently mixed and plates cast rapidly before the agar set. Plates were kept tightly sealed at 4 °C and prepared fresh (at least weekly) to ensure that neither IPTG nor the luciferin degraded.

Cell lysate BLI assays with native and analog luciferases
Plasmids encoding for Fluc of interest (pET28 vector) were transformed into BL21 DE3 cells, and grown on kanamycin plates (40 µg/mL) overnight. One colony was selected to inoculate 5 mL LB broth containing 40 µg/mL kanamycin nfor 4-6 h until an OD₆₀₀~ 0.4 at which point protein expression was induced with 500 µM IPTG for 1 h. Cells were then harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in BLI reaction buffer and lysed by sonication. Lysate was clarified by centrifugation (13 krpm, 1 min) and 100 µL samples were incubated (in duplicate) with 100 µM of the luciferin of interest as well as 1 mM
Expression of mutant Flucs WP01-06, and WP08

The mutants WP01-WP04 were prepared according to the procedure reported in Chapter 2, using WP01-WP04 Fluc pET 28a(+) plasmid. WP05 and WP08 were expressed under milder induction conditions (100µM IPTG, 20 °C) to maintain soluble expression. WP06 was expressed for 6 h, at 500 µM IPTG, 25 °C. WP08 was not purified with affinity purification as it was discovered that a frame-shift mutation at position 1638 pushed the His₆ tag out of frame.

Schrödinger molecular modeling

WT Fluc was prepared for docking using the protein prep wizard in Maestro (version 2014-3). The OPLS2005 force field was used for minimization. A Glide-grid was generated using this minimized structure and DSLA was used to provide the coordinates for ligand binding. The luciferins listed in table 4-1 were prepared by as the AMP conjugate; their geometries were cleaned and prepared through the LigPrep module prior to docking. SP docking was used to obtain the input poses for high-level calculations. XP docking was then performed using flexible ligand sampling, sampling of nitrogen inversions and ring conformations. Epik state penalties were use to exclude non-physiologically relevant protonation states and non-planar amide bonds were also penalized. An XP descriptor file was written in order to facilitate post-docking analysis. The docked ligands were evaluated manually via pose-viewer to choose the most relevant poses as well with XP visualizer to quantify the relative contributions of different ligand
interactions to the assessed GlideScore. For the molecules listed as s-cis, the XP docking was rerun with a SMARTS file used to constrain the rotation around the C2-C2’ bond. When available, both docking scores are reported.
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CHAPTER 5: Summary and future directions

The development of orthogonal luciferase-luciferin tools promises to expand the breadth and depth of experimental questions regarding multi-cellular interactions that may be investigated in live animals. In this thesis, significant progress toward a novel imaging platform was demonstrated through the generation and screening of multiple generations of mutant Fluc libraries. For the orthogonal luciferins, baseline emissions in the presence of Fluc have been quantified. The cell-permeability of some analogs has been assessed in tissue culture models.

Both generation 1 and generation 2 Fluc libraries produced mutants that exhibited differential light emission with luciferin analogs. The analogs investigated include electronic, steric and altered aromatic core derivatives. Screening nitrogenous luciferins and 6′ acylated luciferins afforded mutant Flucs with improved $K_{m\text{app}}$ and unique light emission profiles. In the end, however, it was discovered that steric bulk without significant perturbations to the electronics of the core most efficiently yielded orthogonal luciferase “hits” in the screen. The best mutants from the generation 2 screen several-fold times better at utilizing 4′ or 7′ amino alkyl luciferins compared to WT Fluc. While many of these mutants likely harbor more-opened active sites, some appeared to be specific for one regioisomer over another. Docking studies more severe active site remodeling is necessary to the 7′ luciferins while maintaining the more-favorable s-trans configuration. Initial light emission assays from 4′ morpho luc in the presence of the 7′ amino alkyl luc “hits” appear to support this assertion. Chemiluminescence studies, bioluminescent spectra and docking of the mutant Flucs with the two regioisomers will
begin to answer these questions. In addition, classic dye-binding studies could provide readouts on the relative polarity of the different mutant active sites.

We are also excited by the prospect of modeling the entire Fluc reaction coordinate with molecular dynamics. Such studies would capture the approach of the substrate towards the active site, and potentially reveal additional residues (like S456) to target for improved substrate accessibility. We have also initiated further studies involving rational design of luciferases. The targeted residues are based on literature precedent and the ability to perform in silico saturation mutagenesis. We are pursuing these and other computational studies in collaboration with the Mobley lab at UCI.

While the Prescher lab will continue screening libraries and compounds in house for many years, potential collaborations with NIH screening facilities could accelerate these studies, particularly by moving the screen into mammalian cells from the onset. These screening centers also have efficient compound-delivery technologies, that would address a current limitation of our on-plate screen. There is also the potential to design a streamlined screen or a selection. For the former, we envision coupling the bioluminescent light emission to a fluorescent protein like Kindling, enabling fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). Woe could also couple bioluminescent light emission to drive the expression of cell survival markers. In this scenario, only transformants expressing a functional Fluc in the presence of analog would survive.

Upon discovery, the orthogonal luciferase/luciferin pairs will be analyzed for their suitability in vivo, including toxicity, bioavailability and clearance rates. From there, we intend to utilize the tools for multi-component imaging in vivo. We are particularly
interested in monitoring the interactions of tumor cells with those of the immune system in metastatic cancer models.

Finally, as a molecular biologist, I hope that once a family of related orthogonal luciferase-luciferin pairs has been discovered, structural biology studies will be performed. Most structure/function studies look at point mutants and gain or loss-of-function. Thus, they model the climb up and down the fitness landscape for a given enzymatic function. By contrast, our work will provide a series of enzymes that work on different substrates, which would be a wonderful model for divergent evolution. To perform these experiments, we would likely need crystal structures; thankfully UCI is home to wonderful molecular and structural biologists with whom to collaborate. From there, many opportunities for modeling and structure-function relationship work naturally arise. Potentially these insights could lead to new rationally-designed, task-specific luciferase-luciferin pairs.
APPENDIX A Sequencing data

WT Fluc DNA sequence:

5’ATGGAGATGGCACAAAAACATTAGAGAGGCGCCAGCCATTTCTACCCACTGAGAGACGGGACCGCCGGCGAGCAGCTGCACAAAGCCATGAAGCGCTACGCCCTGGTGCCCGGCACCATCGCCTTTACCGACGCACATATCGAGGTGGACATTACCTACGCCGAGTACTTCGAGATGAGCGTTCGGCTGGCAGAAGCTATGAAGCGCTATGGGCCTGAATACAAACCATCGGATGATGGTGTGCAGCGAGAATAGCTTG
CAGTTCTTCATGCCCGTGTTGGGTGCCCTGTTCATCGGTGTGGCTGTGGCCCCAGCTAACGACATCTACAACGAGCGAGCTGCTGAACAGCATGGGCATCAGCAGCCCACCGTCGTATTCGTGAGCAAGAAAGGGCTGCAAAAGATCCTCAACGTGCAAAAGAAGCTACCGATCATACAAAAGATCATCATCATGGATAGCAAGACCGACTACCAGGGCTTCCAAAGCATGTACACCTTCGTGACTTCCATTCTGCCAC
CCGGCTTCAACACGAGTACGACTCTCTCGTGCCCGAGAGCTTTGACAGGACGCCAGCAAAACCATCGCCTGATCATGAACAGTAGTGGCAGTACCGGATTGCCCAAGGGCGTAACCCGCGATTGACCTCAGCCGGCGAGCTGCTGCGTCCGTGGCCCCATGATCATGAGCGCTACGTTAACAACCCCGAGGCTACAAACGCTCTCATCGACAAGGACGGCTGGCTGCACAGCGGCGACATCGCCTACTGGGACGAGGACGAGCACTTCTTCATCG
TGCCCGCTTCTCTCGAGGCTAAGGTGGTGTTGAGCTTTGACACCGGTAAGACACCTGG GTGTAACACCGCGCGAGCTGCTGCGTCGGCCGGCCATGATCATGAGCGGTGTGGATACCTGATCGGCGCGGAGCTGCCCGGCCGCAGTCGTCGTGCTGGGAACACGGTAAAACCATGACCGAGAAGGAGATCGTGGACTATGTGGCCAGGTTACAACCGCCAAGAAGCGCGGTGGTGTTGTGTCGTGGACGA
GGTGCCTAAAGGACTAGCCGCCGAGTGAGTGCTTGGTGAGGTGGGCGGCGCGGCGAGCTGCCCGCCGCAGTCGTCGTGCTGGGAACACGGTAAAACCATGACCGAGAAGGAGATCGTGGACTATGTGGCCAGGTTACAACCGCCAAGAAGCGCGGTGGTGTTGTGTCGTGGACGA

Total number of bases : 1653
% A = 23.71 [392] % G = 27.95 [462]
% T = 18.21 [301] % C = 30.13 [498]
% A+T = 41.92 [693] % C+G = 58.08 [960]
WT Fluc amino acid sequence

H2N-MEDAKNIKKGPAPFYPLEDGTAGEQLHKAMKRYALVPGTIAFTDAHIEVDITYAE
FEMSVRLEAMKRYGLNTNHIVVCSENSLQFFMPVLGALFIGVAVAPANDIYNE
ERELLNSMGISQPTVVFVSKKGLQKILNVQKKLPPIIQKIIIMDSKTDYQGFQSMTYT
FVTSHLPPGFNEYDFVPESFDRTDKNACLIMNSSGSTGLPKGVALPHRTACVRFSHA
RPIFGNQIIPDTAILSVPFPHHFGMFTTLGICFRVVLMRFEEELFLRSLQD
YKIQSALLVPTLFSFFAKSTLIDKYDLSNLHEIASGGAPLSKEVGEAVAKRFHLPGI
RQGTYGLTETTSAILITPEGDDKPGAVGVVPFEAKVDLDTGKTLGVNQRGEL
CVRGPIMMSGYVNNPEATNLKDGDWHLHSDEAYWDEEHFFIVDRLKSLIKY
KGYQVAPAELESILLQHPNIFDAGVAGLPDDAGELPAAVVLEHGKTMEKIE
VDYVASQVTTAKKLGGGVVFDEVPKGLTGKDARKIREILIKKAKGGKIAV-
CO₂H

Sample Screening Alignments

Screening alignments and the identification of S456G outside cloning region

Early screening alignment: no S456G present (1.20.2014)

First appearance of S456G with t-butyl AA luc screening: (2.14.2014)

T-butyl thioether “hits.” S456G begins to appears in R1R2 library regularly (1.30.2014)
Revised R1R2 library hits for morpholino luc (4.30.2014)

On-plate generation 1 screening with 7' alkyl series lucs. Every hit now has S456G (5.1.2014)
Selection of generation 1 screening alignments

**T235A**

**L287V**

**F227S**

165
I226T

F294S S307G and K329R